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INTRODUCTION
The Problems of a century old levee system have provided excellent
research for the Corp of Engineers and others in the design and construction ofea.rth dams for flood control. navigation and multi-purpose
Pro,i ects.

A special problem on which valuable knowledge has been gained

is that of seepage control.

The experiences obtained in recent years

have been supplemented by theoretical developments in the field of
soil mechanics. but it is believed that considerable information will
be

~ained

on

seeoa~e

control from further investigation and experience.

The safetv factor to nrevent failure from seepage is believed to
be the most critical in the Present design of levees.

It is important

because the levee like a chain is only as strong as the weakest link.
If the levee fails at one ooint the whole district is flooded.
~~m~~e

The

Astjmated due to a sin2le break in a levee protecting about

50,000 acres in 1944 was between 2 and 3 million dollars.
Mi1. J1ol"1~

protection.

of

dol]~. rs

: 1.re

bein~

snect to construct levees for flood

About 5 million dollars was appropriated for levee con-

struction in the St. Louis District alone for the year of 1949.

This

is a small part of the national program.
Anv effort in research. testing, or
measures to protect levees and dams from
is believed worth while.
follow.

stu~y

d.

for design of corrective

estruction Ci.ue to seepage

The results of some experiments and design

SOIL MECHANICS FACT FIND! NG SURVEY
SEEPAGE
PROGRESS

STUDIES
REPORT

1 - INTRODUCTION

Fact Finding Survey
1.
Chiejt

o~

The Soil Mechanics Fact Finding SurTey was authorized by the
Engineers on l'lov-.ber 29. 1939. and the

u. s.

Waterways Experi-

ment Station was designated as the agency to carey out the surTey.

It

is the purpose of the survey to review the activities and acoOm.plishmenta

ot the Engineer Department in the n.rious phases

o~

soil mechanics. and

to present rec011111endations for future Departmental investigations based
upon this revi••
Purpose of report
2.

The purpose of this report is to summarize the findings made

during the period June - October 1940 on the seepage phase of the Fact
Finding Survey and to present reoOJIIIlendationa. based upon those findings.
~or

laboratory research and its Terifioation by physical measurEID.enta on

prototypes.
Scope of report

3•

Presented in this report are the results ot a review ot aft.il-

able data in the Department. compiled on the following specific subjeotss

a.

Predictions of the quantity and course of seepage through
and beneath structures.

b.

Observations

o~

the quantity and course

and ben•th structures.

o~

seepage through

2
o.

Comparisons of . predicted and observed seepage.

d.

Designs of proteotiTe filters and drainage wells.

This report is not intended to be a final report on the seepage phase.
There remains a quantity of seepage data available in the Department
o~

which has not yet been assembled and renewed.

Where the existence

these data is known. reference is -.de herein.

It should be noted that

the scope of this report does not include results of atudi es made outside
the Department.

However • reference is freely made to publications which

describe the methods used in making seepage studies and observations.
II - SEWAGE ANALYSES

Methods

4.

5.:.

o~

aualysia

Study of seepa~e probl•s may be by any of three JB.etbodss
a.

Graphical analysis.

b.

Model analysis.

c.

Mathematical analysis.

A study by all1' ot the above methods. when applied to conditions

of steady seepage. is a solution

o~

a general di.tferential equation, which

takes the form of a Laplace differential equation. derived on the basis
of assuaptions thats

(a)

the quantity of water flowing into an infinites-

blal volume equals the quantity flowing out (validity of the equation of
continuity), and (b)

the velocity of seepage is directly proportional to

the hydraulic gradient (Darcy• s empirical law).

In mathematical studies.

simplifying assumptions such as Depuit• s are sometimes made in the solutiona ot problema inTOlving a phreatic lin.,. or surface.

The principal

• Plireatlo line or "line ot seepage" is defined as that line. in
diaeu*ional flow, which represents a free surface of seepage.

two-

assumption made in model studies concerns the validity of the laws ot
similitude.

Solutions by all of these aethods Should result in iden-

tical predictions, barring

exper~ental

errors and those errors Which

may ·b e introduced by a sillpli1Ying asst.Dilption.
Graphical analysis

6.
dited

A Casagrande, in a dissertation on the graphical method, cre-

Forohhe~er

with originating the graphical

fl~

net solution tor

two-dimensional probl•• of seepage through homogeneous and isotropic
soils.

This article includes Forchheimer• s original work togeth"8r with

the later work ot Kozeuy, Schatfernak, Iterson, and L. casagrande on the
position ot the phreatic line, and of Samaioe and Schaffernak on the solution ot problaas of seepage through anisotropic soils.

Notes on .the con-

atruotion ot flow .nets for both simple and coaplioated problems are preaented in the above refer·enoe and in a Little Rook District publication.

A good auaple ot the application ot flow nets in levee design ie given
in a Providence Diatrict publication.
Jfodel analysis

7.

The use ot analogy between the aeepage through a aodel and that

through a pro:totype is probably ot older origin than graphical studies.
There are three different types of' JBOdels and all have been used by the

Departaent.
8'•

Sand Models.

Water is used as the tluid mediUIIl in sand. models

aDd graded sands of known permeability are used to represent ditf'erent

&ones ot the probl••

The phreatic line ...y be determined by introducing

dye at the' pool elevation or by' sounding in sm.all perforated wells.
linea .ay be determined by introducing
the entrance ot seepage.

~e

Flow

at various ele.ations along

Potential determinations may be made .at a elected

4
points by piezometers.

Soae models have been constructed using prototype

materials in an effort to

a~late

conditions or anisotropy in both • -

bankm.ent and foundation.
·~, 9·

Fiacoua fluid models.

For the viacous fluid model. a fluid

is ·used whose flow is laJD:inar when passed between two pl:atea.

The dis-

tance between the plates is varied to represent the relati"Ye permeabilities or the -n.rioua &ones of the problaa.
by introducing dye at the surface

10.

or

FlOW' lines 1liAY be deterained

entrance or seepage.

Electrical analogy .models.

A homogeneous, isotropic electric

conductor of relati"Yely high resistance is used for electric analogy
aodela.

The conducti'ri.ty •Y be w.ried (by" Y.&Q'ing the thickness of the

conductor) to represent the clifferer.rt permeability sonea or the probl••
Seepage is represented by the flow ot electric current troa the surface
at which seepage eaters to the surface at which it is discharged.
or equal potential . .y then be traced.

Linea

Linea of flow .ay 'be deterJBined

sbd.larly by r8'f'arsiD£ the boUJldary conditions making the entrance and
discharge aurt"acea boundary linea or flow of current.

The determined

linea of equal potential with reversed boundaries are thus the lines of
~low

tor the origiDal conditions.

11.

Historical.

The first use of the sand model analogy is not

definitely k:nOWDJ however, ita use is credited by Khosla, Bose. and Taylor
to Co!.an in 1915•

The description of the teChnique or sand aodel t ..t-

iDC oontaiDed in the aboTe reference ia belieYed to· be the best, but there
are

~

good descriptions a.ailable.

The first use of the Yiscous fluid

aodel · is credited by Khosla., Bose. and Taylor to Hele Shaw in 1897.

A

description or the aethod is contained in the abo"Ye reference and is alao
giTen by Hill.

The first publication on the use or the electrical aulogy

5
aodel is credited by Lane. campbell. and Price to N. N. PavloTski.

Good

descriptions of methods of constructing electrical &Dalogy models and of
the equipment used for testing. are gi Ten by Vreedenburgh and are contained
in two Departmental publications.
lla.thematical analysis
12.

There haTe been a ferr mathematical solutions for Tery specific

boundar,y conditions. and several are applicable to
through

or beneath earth dams.

stu~

of' seepage

All of these solutions are made using

the assumption of porous. isotropic. and homogeneous media.

Gilb~

devel-

oped an implicit solution for seepage through an isosceles-triangular dam
section on an impervious foundation.

Forchheimer has developed equations

for the a eepage through the foundation of an impervious structure with or
without sheet pile cutoffs to known depths.

Forohheimer and Schoklitsch

both have d8V'eloped an equation for the flow beneath a single line of
sheet piling extending a known distance into a foundation of finite depth.
Dachle.r published solutions for similar problems.
implicit solutions

MUskat has developed

for the uplift pressure on the base of a dam of ex-

tended base width. with and without sheet piling. founded on an infinitely
deep porous foundation; and for the seepage beneath a single sheet pile
cutoff penetrating a porous foundation to a known depth and with a known
depth of excavation behind the cofferdam.

These are only some of the

proble.aa which haTe been mathematically treated.

13•

Under this heading of mathematical studies it is pertinent to

refer again to the implicit mathematical treatment of anisotropic conditions developed specifically for graphical solutions b.y Samsioe and
Sohaf.f'ernak but applicable to all methods of seepage study.

6
Comparison of methods

14.

The relative merits of the various methods are discussed in the

paragraphs that follow.

It is believed that the opinions advanced are

those of practically all investigators who are thoroughly familiar with
all methods.

15.

For two-dimensional problems in which determination of a phrea-

tic line is not involved. either the graphical flow net solution. or the
mathematical solution it applicable. is quicker and less expensive than
the model study.

The electrical analogy model is perhaps the least ex-

pensive and quickest ot the model studies and compares favorably under
certain conditions with graphical solutions in tiae required.

The large

sand model is the moat expensive and slowest of all the methods.

16.

For two-diael1'8iona.l problems in which determination of a phrea-

tic line enters. the electrical analogy aodel becomes more expensive and
time-consuming, requiring a trial and error method

of

solution.

In gene-

ral. however. the comparisons previously made still hold.

17.

For three-dimensional problems. the only general methods &Tail-

able are the electrical analogy and sand model a:nalogy with a few specific
solutions by mathematics.

For problaas in whiCh conditions of unsteady

flow are studied. it is believed that the only methods of solution are
the sand model and the viscous fluid model.
18.

Graphical flow net studi ea of seepage probl•s probably require

more knowledge and experience on the

part ot

the investigator than any

other method of analysis. although all types of model
considerable amount.

~tudies

require a

Use ot available mathematical formulas probably re-

quires the least knowledge and experience.

19.

Sand and viacous fluid model tests are resorted to many times

7
-because the path and character of seepage may be visually observed.

These

models thus hold an apparent advantage over other methods for those unfamiliar With seepage probl-.s.

However. o~oe a model of a.rry type is construct-

ed. it is not possible to study the ef.tect of di.tferent petrmeability or

boundar,y conditions without at least partially rebuilding the model. On the
other hand. DI8.JJY flow nets •Y be roughly constructed to test a variety ot
boundary and permeability conditions in a comparatively short tiae.

:Math-

ematical studies. where solutions are applicable. may also be used to

stu~

variations in conditions.
20.

The sand and viscous fluid model studies of probl•s inTOlving

a phreatic line have as their principal disadvantage capillary distortion.
~chis

present regardless ot precautions • . Capillar,y distortion may be

minimized. never elbrl.nated.
21.

Sand models. unless extreme oare is taken in their construction.

may very likely develop rather peculiar flow patterns.

This is particularly

true .tor those constructed ot prototype -.terials to simulate anisotropy
with regard to permeability.

Conditions ot anisotropy are muoh more readily

and satisfactorily handled by first deteraining the possible

li~ta

for

the degree ot anisotropy. then studying their e.t.teot upon the flow pattern
~

using transformed sections.
III • DEPARTMENT STUDIBS

R8Yiew ot studies
22.

All seepage studies collected have been thoroughly reviewed

and a brie.t digest made of the principal data and results.
and only
Station.

The original

copy of this · digest is on tile at the u. s. Waterways BEperiaent

8

23.

These studies have been critically examined from the stand-

point of their value to those interested in seepage studies.

There

have been selected for a presentation in this report a number of studies.
from all those collected; selection was based upon the following criteria:
a.

Fundamental correctness of method.

b.

Sufficien~

~

of data presented for a thorough review.

In the aaalysis of studies. the assumption has been made that

the basic data - the coefficients of permeability. dimensions. boundary
conditions - are correct.
Conclusions

25.

The advantages and disad'9antes of the ft.rious methods for

seepage studies

are pointed out in past paragraphs.

The predominance

of model studies reported herein. particularly sand models. may indicate
at first glance a tendena,y on the part of the Department to depend primarily upon this type of study.

However • a trend toward other methods of

stud7• more· particularly the graphical method, is now in evidence.

Model

studies using large flumes and prototype materials in an effort to simulate conditions of a.n isotropy have displayed no advantages over other methods of study and have the ever present disadvantage of
and difficult to interpret.

being~

both costly

Since the prtmary purpose of a seepage study

is to predict the quantity, course. and pressures of seepage through and
Bdeath a structure, it is believed that the lea.at expensive and quickest
•pplicable means should be used.

The advantage of visual

obse~tion

of

flow will not normally justify a thousand-dollar sand model when the solution of the problem is attainable by a few

days of pencil 1r0rk.

9
IV - VERIFICATION OF SEEPAGE STUDIES

Need for verification

30•

Verification of results of seepage studies througp the accumu-

lation of complete field observations of seepage is of

pa~amount

inpor-

tance to those responsible for the design of dams, levees, flood walls.
etc., in which seepage is a major problem.

Only after the accumulation of

such observations will it be possible to check the

~

assumptions made

in seepage studies regarding boundary and permeability conditions.

Me-

thods used in making these studies are well developed and theoretically
sound, but application to specific proble.s becames complicated according to the number and character or limiting assumptions regarding bound-

aey and permeability eondi tiona that are made.

Through the accum.ulation

of field observations of protPt.ype seepage and their comparisons

~th .

seepage studies,. the limitations of the application ot :these studies to
specific problems will be more f'ully realized and the amount of confidence
to be placed in predicted results may be better gauged.

31.

Unsteady flow.

Perhaps one of the mC?st important applications

of field boa ervations will be to the .study of oondi tiona of unsteady flow
preceding the condition of

stea~

flow for which studies of seepage are

most frequently made. · The study of UDateady flow is one which has hardly
been begun, and yet is of primary importance in flood control structures
which are aubj ected to rapidly changing headwater and tailwater conditions.
Methods of verification

32·

There is only one method of verifying seepage predictions:

Complete observations of seepage.

The observations that may be made on

earth atructur ea are ot three general types:

10
a.

Observations or quantity of seepage.

b.

Observations of position of · phreatic line or phreatic surface.

c.

Observations of hydrostatic pressures.

Discussion of methods of observations

29.

In general_ observations of the quantity of seepage may be

made by collecting and measuring the seepage water from a given length
and portion of the structure by means of ditches_ small dikes_ etc •• or
from drainage pipes or wells which ms.y be functional parts of the structure.
In the comparison between predicted and meagured quantity, consideration
should be given to the proportionate amount of the total seepage which was
actually collected and to other influencing factors.

Observations of the

position of the phreatic line Qr surface may be made by means of perforated-pipe wells or hydrostatic pressure gages.

The wells function best in

relatively pervious materials where the quantity of seepage is large.
With minute quantities of seepage, even small perforated wells may require
a lapse of months before the water surface in the wells will reflect the
true position of the phreatic surface under conditions of steady seepage.
For obserrlng the position of the phreatic surface in such relatively impervious materials, a hydrostatic pressure gage functions more satisfactorily.

The principal ad..,.ntage of this type of device is that no dis-

plac•ent of' seepage water is required in the measurement_ hence changes
in conditions may be instantaneously obserTed.

These gages are also usod

for measuring the hydrostatic pressures at given points in structures.
Where the material in which the measurement of pressure is desired ia.
relatively pervious, a pipe well may be used, the lower terr teet of which
are perforated.

There are no rules established to aid in deciding under

11
what conditions a measuring unit whioh requires displacement or a measuring unit which requires no displacement of seepage water should be used.
However. it is conservative to use a unit which requires no displacement
under all conditions or to use one which requires displacement only in
materials which have a coefficient of permeability of greater than roughly
lo-5 em per sec.

Observations o~ the average velooi ty of flow ma.y be ma.de

by injections of a salt solution or some other electrolyte. or of dye, at

the source of the seepage.

Presence of the salt is detected by a decreased

resistance between pairs of electrodes located at points along the

p~t~

of flow; presence of dye may be .Y.isually detected through .frequent sampling of the seepage water at points along the path of flow.
Observations reviewed

30•

Vicksburg District - Black Bayou Levee.

Observations of the

quantity o.f seepage passing beneath the leYee were made at Black Bayou
Levee for the 1933 high water period by means of' weirs located at discharge points of three sub-levee basins.
determine source of seepage water.
depth of

40

Salt tests also were made to

Samples of the levee foundation to a

to 50 tt. and. in two oases. to 100 :tt. • were obtained by

borings which were limited to the imllediate vicinity ot the leTees.

Se-

lected samples from these borings were tested for permeability and values
of permeability were assigned to others.

31.

Vicksburg District - Mounds Landing Levee.

Observations were

made in 1933 and 1937 of the quantity of seepage by means of weirs placed
at the downBtream toe o.f the levee. and o.f the position of the phreatic
surface at one section by means of perf'orated wells extending almost to

12
the foundation of the levee. and by boring until saturated material was
encountered.

Samples of the material in the levee were obtained by

means of borings.

No samples were obtained of foundation materials.

No

permeability determinations were made.

32.

New Orleans District.

Observations were made of the phreatic

line through four pairs of levee sections • one of eaoh pair having asphalt
paving on the riverside slope.

Borings were made and samples taken. but

no permeability determinations were made.

Few of the borings extended to

the foundation and those few entered it only a few feet.

33•

u. s.

Waterways Experiment Station - Supplementary Dam. Observa-

tions haTe been made of the hydrostatic pressure using open end pipes. and
of the quantity of seepage discharged
wall at the downstream toe.

b.Y weep holes in a small retaining

Borings were made in the foundation and a ferr

, permeability tests were conducted.

34.

Fort Peck District.

Obsern.tions of the phreatic line were

made on an experimental dam• 30•feet maximum height. using perforated pipes.
Borings were made in the foundation.

No permeability tests are reported.

Conclusions

35·

The very limited number of observations of seepage that have been

made and the one case in which a verification is possible are proof of the
paramount need for many additional verifications of seepage studies.

The

importance of obtaining these verifioations immediately cannot be overemphasized.

Cofferdams.

~ch

will be subjected to a full head of water

almost as soon as they are c~pleted. are structures which present immedi~te possibilities.

Levees. flood walls. and dams. now under construction

13
or completed. and which are provided with equipn.ent for the observation

ot seepage. are other possibilities.

Some flood control projects have

conservation pools with sufficient head to permit observations of seepage.
Floods which will probably strike at least a few areas in the coming
spring may provide other opportunities.

36.

Camplete data regarding the permeability and boundary condi-

tions are a primary necessity for satisfactory verification.

Thus

ma~

of the observations of seepage do not constitute verifications since the
da,.ta. obtained were very incomplete.
V- DESIGN OF PROTECTIVE FILTERS AND DRAINAGE Wm.LS

Rational design of drainage wells

31.

The design of a system of drainage wells is based upon the

following criteria:
a.

The wells must be of a diameter and at a spacing which
provide sufficient relief of hydrostatic pressure between the wells to forestall the possibility of piping
or of blow-up of the surface material.

b.

The wells must be so placed and constructed that the seepage water entering does not transport material into the
wells and thereby reduce their effectiveness.

38·

A general mathematical solution is advanced by Muskat for the

condition of an infinite line of wells penetrating fully a pervious stratum (with an impervious boundary on top and bottom) which is exposed to
a liquid under pressure at a finite and constant distance from the line

ot wells.

This solution by MUskat has been augmented by model studies.

both hydraulic and electrical analogy, for conditions of partial penetration of wells into the pervious strata.

39·

The results of these mathematical and model studies are pre-

sented in a report by the Vicksburg District in the form. of curves which
may be used for the design of systems of drainage wells.

Drainage well designs reviewed

qo.

There are only three known designs of drainage wells:

at

Arkabutla Dam, at Nonconnah Creek Levee, and at Lawrenceburg, Indiana.
The drainage well design were made using the methods discussed. · Definite
design data for the installations have not been received, but the following general descriptions of the installations are presented.

41.

Vicksburg District - Arkabutla Dam (under construction).

At

Arkabutla Dam, drainage wells 25 ft. on centers are provided in the valley
bottom in a single line 6000 ft. long, parallel to the dam axis, and located
t'tro-thirds of the distance from the axis of the dam to the downstream toe.
Bach well penetrates through an overlying impervious 20-;o-tt.-thiok stratum into a relatively pervious stratum of considerable depth.

The per-

vious stratum consists of variable deposits of medium to coarse sand, and
sand and gravel.
long (using

Each well consists of a 2-in.-diam screen section 15 ft.

6o~esh

brass screen) and a 2-in.-diam riser pipe which ex-

tends vertically to the surface of the slope.
in pairs

~

The risers are connected

laterals and each pair is drained by a 2-in. outlet pipe,

laid just below the stripping line and discharging at the downstream toe
into a collecting ditch.

42.

Memphis District - Nonoonnah Creek Levee, (completed December

15
1939).

A single line of drainage wells located along the landside toe on
t

50.;.:rt. centers. is provided for selected sections of the Nonconnah . Creek
Levee.

Each well penetrates a relatively impervious stratum and extends

20 rt. into a relatively pervious sand substratum.

Each well consists of

a 15-in. -diam spiral-riveted steel pipe the lower 20 tt. of whioh is
perforated with 3/16-in. holes spaced 5 in. around the circumference and

3 in. longitudinally. center to center.

The pipe is filled with sand and

gravel from bottom to top in the following sequences

3/4

a.

20ft. of gravel

to 1-1/2 in. in size.

b.

1 tt. of gravel 1/4 to 1/2 in~.in size.

o.

1 ft. of sand grading trom 1/8 in. to not finer than

40-

mesh•sieve size.

43.

d.

1 tt. of gravel 1/4 to 1/2 in. in size.

e.

Balance of . gravel

3/4

to 1-1/2 in. in size.

Cincinnati District - Lawrenceburg. Indiana. {designed July 194Q).

Drainage wells. spaced from 25 to 100 tt. apart (depending upon conditions)
between stations 25f00 and 125/00. and to be located in a single line on
the landside of the levee. have been designed.

-oh well will penetrate

• . relatively impervious stratum and extend 20 rt. into a relatively substratum of great depth.

Each well will consist of a 15-in. -diam 12-gage

welded or riveted steel pipe the lower 20 ft. of which is perforated with
11/32-in. -diam holes.

The spacing of these perforations and the filter

material in the pipe are to be exactly the same as at the Nonoonnah Creek
Levee. described above.

16
Conclusions

44.

Without exception. drainage wells and protective filters, as

integral parts or structures whose safety often depends primarily on
their proper functioning, have been designed and constructed without
proof of the effectiveness which may be expected from these measures.
Physical· observations to furnish evidence of the

adequa~

are

In the oase of drainage

ther~fore

a fundamental and immediate need.

of their design

wells, the opportunity for physical measurements is limited to the designs
mentioned but it is believed that much may be learned from them.

There

are many opportunities for physical measurements on protective filters.
It might be advantageous to select first only a few critical cases and
provide sufficient equipment to observe and judge their utility as completely as possible.

45.

Of secondary importance is further development and investigation

by laboratory studies of design methods for protective filters and drainage
wells.

These studies have already been carried to a point where the need

for observations over-balances the need for laboratory investigations.
However, in connection with each new project. studies may be performed
to aid in the specific design, which at the same time may add to the general fund of knowledge.
VI • RECOMMENDATIONS

Continuation of assembly and review of studies

46.

It is recommended that the collection and review of seepage

studies made by the Districts be continued and that selected studies be
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briefed and appended to this report.

It is further recommended that.

after a considerable number of studies have been assembled, a compendium of the best flow nets and model studies be prepared and published.
This compendium need not be limited necessarily to studies by the Department.

Work on this phase could be carried out adequately by the Soil

Jlechanios Research Center at the

u. s.

Waterways Experiment Station.

Coordination of research

47.

It is recommended that all research work or special studies

in seepage undertaken within the Department be coordinated by a central
a€.enCy to avoid, as much as possible, repetition of work.

These special

studies should be undertaken by the individual Districts to the greatest
possible extent and the costs of such work should be absorbed by specific
pr'o jeots.

The following are specific oases in which coordination of re-

search work or special studies could be effecteds
a.

Protective filter studies.

Studies of protective filters

are in progress in both the Boston and Providence Districts, very possibly in the Little Rock and Portland
Districts.
b.

Electrical analogy method.

Investigations by the electri-

cal analogy method are in progress in both the Los Angeles
and Kansas City Districts, and have been made by the Vicksburg District.
c.

Drainage well studies.
nati Districts

a~d

the

The Vicksburg, Memphis, and Cincin-

u. s.

Waterways Experiment Station

all have conducted studies of drainage wells.

Although
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these studies have been completed. additional studies
may be proposed which should be coordinated with these
already performed.
d.

tf~tsteady

seepage.

Problems of unst$8.dy seepage such as

sudden drawdown have been investigated by the Binghamton
District using a sand model, by the Caddoa District using
a large scale embankment. by the Portland and Little Rock
Districts using flow nets, and by the Kansas City District
using electrical analogy studies.
e.

Three-dimensional .flow.

Problems of three-dimensional

:flow have been studies by the Los Angeles and Vicksburg
Districts and at the

u. s.

Wat~ys

Experiment Station.

Proposed special studies

48.

There are two special problems of seepage which have been only

barely approached in an effort to obtain a general solution.

Both of these

problems are of considerable importance in the design of dams, levees,
£lood walls, etc.
a.

Conditions of unsteady .flow.

While a .few studies are being

made to determine the conditions of unsteady flow for the
case of sudden drawdown of the upstream pool, there have
been practically no studies to investigate the conditions
of unsteady flow which follow a rise in the upstream pool.
The .former conditions are of more importance in the case
o:f stability studies while the latter conditions are of
primary importance in the ease o:f seepage studies.
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b.

Conditions of

three-d~ensional

flow.

The study of three-

dimensional flow, particularly through and beneath dams in
narrow

vall~s

is of fundamental

~portance.

Of special

value would be comparisons of seepage predictions based
upon both two- and tbree-dtmensional studies or and same
problems.

Such studies

would provide a means of judging

under what conditions the ass.u mption of two-dimensional
flow is valid.
It is recommended that the study of these two problems be delegated to
Districts which already possess equipment suitable for undertaking the
studies.

These studies would be undertaken by the Districts in connection

with large projects capable of absorbing their relatively small costs.
The Binghamton, Los Angeles, Vicksburg, Fort\Peck, and Pittsburgh Districts and the

u. s.

Waterways Experiment station have equipment which

might be used in such studies.
Veri fi cations

49.

The immediate securement of as many as possible complete verifi-

cations of both the quantity and course of seepage and the efficacy or
drainage wells and filters is recommended.

The individual projects on

which the verifications are attempted should stand the total cost and. the
individual Districts should be responsible for the work.
the Soil Mechanics Research Center of the

u.

In this connection,

S. Waterways Experiment Sta-

tion has been delegated by the Chief of Engineers as a central agenc.y to
compile verifications, study ·all possible methods and equipment for making
seepage observations; its facilities are available to the Districts in
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.idin.g in in.stallation of equipment and making observations.

Furthis this

·hysical measurements section will coordinate all verifications so that a
.a ximUlll of benefit is obtained.

50.

Finally, it is recommended that predictions of seepage quantity

and course be modified at the completion of a project to take into aooount
all additional data regarding permeability and boundary conditions that
become apparent during construction.

These final predictions then would

constitute the best that is possible for each given project.
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SOIL MECHANICS FACT FINDING SURVEY
P E R ME A B I L I T Y
PROG RPSS

·T E S T I N G
REPORT

1 • INTRODUCTION

Fact Finding Survey
1.

The Soil Mechanics Fact Finding Survey was authorized by the

of Engineers on November 29, 1939, and the

Chie~

u. s.

Waterways Exper-

iment Station was designated as the agency to carry out the survey.

It

is the purpose of the survey to review the activities and accomplishments
of the Engineer Department in the various phases
to present recommendations

~or

o~

soil mechanics, and

future Departmental investigations based

upon this reveiw.
· Purpose of report
2.

The purpose o£ this report is to present in concise for.m a re-

view of the available methods for determining the coefficient of permeability and to summarize briefly the methods used by various agencies of
the Department.

In conjunction with this review, comparisons between

coefficients of permeability normal to and those parallel to stratification have been collected and these are presented herein.
Scope of report

3·

This report is based upon a review of a relatively small pro-

portion of the total amount of data on permeability testing within the
Department and
phase.

h~ce

should not be considered as a final report on this
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Sources of information

4.

The various available methods for determining the coefficient

o£ permeability have been compiled from a brief search of the available
literature on the subject.

The methods currently in use by the Depart-

ment have been determined through correspondence and a search of reports
on file at the Experiment Station.

A bibliography of the outstanding

publications on permeability is contained at the end of this report together with a complete bibliography of Departmental reports in the library of the U. S. Waterways Experiment Station.
II

DEFINITION AND USE

Definition

5.

The coefficient of permeability as expressed in Darcy•s empiri-

cal law for flow of water through soils is a dimensional constant which
describes the resistance offered by soil to laminar flow of the water
under pressure.

It is defined as the discharge velocity of water passing

through unit cross section under a unit hydraulic gradient.

As used in

the study of problems of ground water flow or seepage through and beneath
structures, it is considered a constant for each individual stratum and
embankment zone.

Actually it is not a constant but a variable which is

influenced by the porosity of the soil and the density and viscosity of
the water.

Further.more, in a particular natural deposit or embankment

zone, the coefficient of permeability varies through a range which depends upon the degree of heterogeneity and anisotropy _of the materials in
place.

B~ond

certain limits of void size and hydraulic gradient, laminar

2.3·
flaw may be replaced by a combination of laminar and turbulent flow.
Under these conditions

Dar~'s

empirical law no longer holds.

How-

ever., for practically all cases of seepage it may be safely assumed
that Darcy's law is valid.
Use

6.

To take into consideration all minor variations in the co-

efficient of permeability in a given soil mass in the solution of a
seepage problem is an impossibility.

Hence., it is common practice

in the Department to assign to a single deposit that value or range
of values for the coefficient of permeability which vest describes
the permeability of the specific deposit.

In most cases the deposit

is assumed to be isotropic., but occasionally an estimate., based on
tests or on

~udgment.,

is made of the degree of anisotropy of the

deposit.
III - MEl'HODS OF DETERMINATION

Direct methods

7•

Direct methods for determining the coefficient of permeabi-

lity comprise all those in which soil is subjected to a flow of water
primarily for the purpose of determining its permeability characteristics.

The methods which are available are described briefly and dis-

cussed.
8.

Field tests.

There are two principal types of field tests

in which deposits are tested in situs (1) those in which wate · is with-

drawn from a central perforated well at a constant rate and observations
are made either of the drawdown of the water table at various distances
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from the well or of the velocity of flow as measured by the rate of
travel of dye or electrolyte injected at various distances from the
well; (2) those in which the consumption of water by a well or test
pit, open at the bottom or for a distance along its length under a
fixed or variable head is observed.

Either of these methods of

testing has the principal advantage, over laboratory and indirect
methods of testing the soil in place.

The well pumping test in

which observations are made of the drawdown of the ground water table,
has the further advantage of averaging the permeability of the soil
in the area tested, thus ironing out local di soontinui ties.
drawdown tests are generally expensive.

These

Unless the underground at

the site of the test is thoroughly explored and found to consist of
one or several reasonably homogeneous and parallel strata of olean

s~nd of permeability greater than about lo-4 am per sec, bounded belaw
by an tmpervious stratum at a known depth, difficulty may be experienced in analyzing the .results of the test satisfactorily.

The type

of direct test in which water is pumped into a deposit from the open
bottom or side of a well or test pit has the principal disadvantage
of requiring a verJ careful preparation of the exposed . surface of the
deposit to prevent the formation of a thin layer of relatively impervious sediment on top of the tested soil.
10.

Laboratory tests on samples from deposits.

Laboratory tests

on specimens are probably the most frequently used method for the determination of permeability.

Laboratory tests may be made on either un-

disturbed or remolded specimens.
these

(t~~~

There are two methods of performing

using either a falling or a constant head of water.

In
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both types of tests a specimen of material is placed in a permeameter which provides (1) a watertight seal along the sides of the
specimen, (2) a means for applying a differential head of water
between the ends of the specimen. and (3) a method for measuring
either the rate of change in differential head in a falling head
test or the rate of discharge in a constant head test.

The con-

stant head method is more applicable in testing pervious soils
whose permeability is greater than Io-3 ?m per sec; the falling
head method, in testing soils whose permeability is
range lo-6 to lo-9 am per sec.

~thin

the

To obtain reliable values for the

coefficient of permeability. considerable experience is required
in testing a soil whose permeability falls in the range 10-3 to 10-6
am per sec, while tests on more permeable or less permeable soils requ
require less experience.

Large testing errors may be caused by such

factors as deposition of air in the sample during a test, imcomplete
saturation of the specimen prior to testing, application of hydraulic gre.dients which are too great with consequent segregation or
elimination of the fines, and rearrangement of soil structure during
a test.
11.
{1)

The condition of anisotropy may be studied in two ways:

tests on undisturbed samples may be made with the specimens

oriented for flow in any desired direction. such as parallel or normal
to the plane of stratification; (2) where continuous samples have been
obtained in a test pit or boring, a recently developed method may be
used.

Thin sections are prepared which on being slowly dried disclose

stratification, if any, by differential shades of co}or.

The permea-
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bility of the various strata thus indicated is then determined by
testing undisturbed specimens cut from the remaining portions of
the samples.
Indirect methods.
12.

There are four indirect methods for the determination of

the coefficient of

permeability~

which are discussed in the follow-

ing paragraphs.
13.

Determination from grain size distribution.

Determination

of the coefficient of permeability from grain size distribution may be
made by us.ing either empirical f'ormulas ~ such as developed
Slichter~

Terzaghi, Kozeny. and

Hatch~

~y

Hazen,

or a comparison of grain size

curves with those of materials of similar geologic origin and of
known permeabilities.

Determinations using empirical formulas or

correlations between grain size distribution and permeability are applicable only for very pervious round or angular

grained~

uniform soils,

generally having a coefficient of permeability of greater than lo-3 em
per sec.

FOr these soils the effect of anisotropy is negligible and tests

on remolded and undisturbed specimens will show nearly identical values.
The

permeability of -less pervious and well-graded soils is too greatly

influenced by considerations other than grain size distribution, such
as grain shape and anisotropy.

14.

Determination from horizontal capillary tests.

These tests

are performed by measuring the rate at which water is drawn by capillarity through a dry specimen of material contained in a glass

~linder

which is completely submerged with its axis horizontal and which is exposed at one end to the atmosphere and at the other to the water.

A
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correlation between the rate at which water is drawn by capillarity
into samples of material of a given geologic origin and of a general
grain size group and the coefficient of permeability as determined by
direct testing of those samples, furnishes the necessary constant for
conversion of the data of a horizontal capillary test to a coefficient
of permeability.

The horizontal capillary test is most useful as a

rough guide for field control purposes.

In general the method is appli-

c&ble only to soils having a coefficient of permeability which falls
within the range lo-1 to lo-5 em per sec.

It is limited to testing dry.

oohesionless. remolded specimens.
15.

· computation from consolidation tests.

This method of com-

puting coefficients of permeability is as reliable as direct tests for
undisturbed and remolded clay specimens.

It is not applicable in general

to soils having a coefficient of permeability less . than lo-7 om per sec.

16.
material.

Assignment of values .from visual and manual ·examination of
The assignment of permeability values from a visual and manual

examination of a specimen is based upon testing and
with materials of a

si~lar

assig~ent

experience

permeability class and geologic origin.

Assigned values are of course only approximate and their degree of accuraa.y depends to a large extent upon the experience and ability of those
making assignments.

Assigned values may be expected to be generally

within 2 to 10 times more or less than tested values.

Assignments of the

degree of anisotropy may also be attempted on the -basis of experience.
IV • MEI'HODS USED BY THE DEPARTMENT

Introduction

17.

All the direct a·n d indirect methods for determining the ooeffi-
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cient of permeability have probably been employed by agencies of the
Department at one time or another.

The method most frequently used is that

of direct laboratory tests upon soil s p ecimens.
method is the horizontal capillary test.
viewed the

~ollowing

From the reports and data re-

descriptions and discussions are presented of the

equ~pment

methods and

Probably the least used

used by the Department in determining the

coe~fi

cient of permeability.
Field tests
18.

Table 1 lists the well pumping tests for which reports were

available, with brief comments on the methods used and results obtained.
This table is divided into two grpups:
water was pumped

~orn

Group A includes tests in whioh

a well and the drawdown of the ground water surface

observed; Group B includes tests in which water was pumped into a well or
test pit.
one in

There were five reasonably satisfactory tests in Group A and

Gr~up

19.

B.

In one of the Group A tests only one observation well was used

to observe the drawdown of the ground water table. · In order to compute
the coefficient of permeability, the boundary conditions of the pumped
well were introduced into the derived equation for the drawdown surface.
Since the derivation of the equation for the drawdown surface utilizes
Depuit 1 s assumptions, which do not hold in the immediate vicinity of the
well, the use of this equation for such boundary conditions is inconsistent.
20.

In an.o ther Group A test the results are questioned on the basis

that t he well from which water was pumped did not extend in depth :to the ··
lower impervious boundary.

The equation of the drawdown surface in its most

general form may be derived ·without the requirement that the pumped well
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Table 1

Departmental Well Pumping Tests

Project
GROUP A

Frankl in Falls Dam
Boston District

Fern Ridge Dam

Portland District

Water pumped from main well at constant rate; observations made of drawdown of water table in several
small wells at various radial distances from main well
Variable glacial outwash deposits of fine sand, and sand
and gravel tested. These deposits were aasumed, on basis
of borings, to be composed of three horizontal strata: top,
fine silty sand; middle; sand and gravel; lower, fine silty
sand. Maximum drawdown at observation wells nearest main
well was very small (about 0.4 ft.) and of the same magnitude as ground water table fluctuations. Only approximate
depth to lower impervious boundary known. Trouble with
sand being washed into main well during pumping. Test data
difficult to analyze. However, results of permeability
determinations compare favorably with those of laboratory
tests on samples from deposi.t. Computed values of the coefficient of permeability: sand and gravel, 850-2100 x 10-4
om per sec; fine silty sand, 20-150 x l0-4 em per sec.
Variable bed of gravels tested, containing lenses of cemented material, of unknown depth and overlain ~ clay or
sandy clay blanket. Drawdowns of 4 to 7 ft. obtained. Test
data extremely difficult to analyze since depth and shape
of pervious bed unknown. Computesi coefficients of permeability varied from 7 to 530 x lo-4 om per sec, while one
undisturbed sample tested in laboratory yielded value of
63 x lo-4 om per sec. Two computations based upon the time
of travel of dye from observation well to main well yielded
values of 370 and 240 x 10-4 am per sec.

At least four pumping tests performed in variable deposits
of silt, sand, and gravel. Lower impervious boundary known
Bonneville Dam
in several tests, not known in others. Maximum drawdown in
Bonneville District observation well nearest pumped well about 2 to 5 ft. Constantly changing ground water table caused difficulty in
analysis of data. Coefficients of permeability computed
from the various tests agreed fairly closely.
Binghamton Channel
Binghamton District

Pervious sand and gravel deposit tested. One pumping test
reported. Coefficient of permeability computed from data
obtained using two observation wells at equal radial distance from pumped well. No lower impervious boundary given.

GROUP B

Conchas Dam
Caddoa District

Chesapeake and Delaware Canal
Philadelphia District

Bonneville Dam
Bonneville District

Mill Creek Dam
Bonneville District

w·ater pumped into test pit or well and the net
head and quantity flowinf into the soil measured
A horizontal stratum of red shale in the dam abutment was
tested. ;l"iater under constant head was supplied to the
stratum from an uncased 20-ft section of a drill hole.
Applicable formula derived to fit case. Permeability computed from test~ 0.002 ft per year, compares favorably with
that determined in laboratory, 0.003 ft per year.
One test reported but method used not clear

Pervious se!ld and ~:ravel deposit tested. Several tests
made by placing a steel barrel in a test pit, back filling
around the barrel with impervious material. Barrel filled
with water and rate of drop in head measured. No data on
position of ground water table. Computed coefficient of
permeability by using formula. dP-veloped from experimental
electrical analogy studies by Harza.
Loess and cemented gravel deposits tested. Ground water
table apparently 100 ft. below ground surface. One drill
hole and two rectangular test pits filled with water ana
observations made of elevation of water surfaee with time.
Coefficient of permeability comp~ted from data using
Harzats formula mentioned above.
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extend to the lower impervious boundary.

The only requirement is that a

constant quantity of water be withdrawn from the underground.

It is

assumed, however, that at some ra.dial distance f'rom the point at which
the water is pumped the flow shall be such that Dupuit's assumption is
sati sf'i ed.
21.

Still another Group A test was unsatisfactory beoause the de-

posits in which the tests were made were

ext~emely

variable in character.

For satisfactory results the pumping test should be used only where the
underground conditions are of a uniform and simple nature.
22.

For two of the Group B tests, utilizing the method of pumping

into a single well or test pit, the reported data are too imcomplete for
discussion herein.

One of the remaining tests was performed above the

ground water table for which case the formula used does not apply.

The

test made at ConBhas Dam is exceptionally good and a proof that where
conditions are of a uniform and simple nature the method will result in
satisfactory determinations for the coefficient of permeability.
Laboratory tests

23.

There are many different techniques and devices used by the

Department for determining the coefficient of permeability by laboratory
tests.

1 to

5

types of devices are used by the Department.

Two of these

are for undisturbed specimens, two for remolded, and one for either.

Th~

represent in general the essential details of all the various devices in
use by the Department, with the exception that the flow of water from top
to bottom while same Districts test specimens with the f'low f'rom bottom
to top.

Reference is made also to several particularly large permeameters
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for use in testing large specimens and samples containing large aggregate_
one in the Binghamton District and several in the Los Angeles District.
The Fort Peck District has developed a permeameter for testing materials
in the field and in their deposited condition.

24.

Table 2 contains in tabular form a general summary of the

essential details of laboratory techniques used by the Department.

The

fundamental steps are shown as headings beneath which are tabulated the
various means used for accomplishing each step.

Certain of these methods

as noted in the table have proven by experimental research to be more
satisfactory than others.

25.

Frequent use is made by most Districts of graphs showing the

relation between the coefficient of permeability and void ratio in those
cases where remolded specimens of the same sample are prepared and tested
at various void ratios.

The graphs are practically without exception

made on semi-log graph paper and are straight lines.
Determination from grain size distribution

26.

The principal application made of the method of determining

the coefficient of permeability from grain size distribution has been
to the correlation of grain size curves with tested values of the coefficient of permeability.

Use of such correlations is rather

ir~requent;

however, the Denison and Boston Districts have satisfactorily used it for
specific cases.

The Providence District reports that such correlations

are "not conclusive."

27.

Computations using Hazen's, Schlicter's, and other formulas

have probably been made by practically all Districts at one time or ·.
another to obtain an approximation of the magnitude of the coefficient of
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2

TECHN!QUES USED BY THE DEPARTMENT IN LABORATORY PERMEABILITY TESTING
Preparation of Specimen
CohesiYe or Cohesionless materials
• Moist sample cut to exact inside dimension of permeameter and fitted.
• Sampling device containing specimen
adaptable as a permeameter.

Cohesive materials
Sample remolded and placed at natural
water content.

Cohesionless materials (primarily)
Moist sample out into c:ubio or cylindrical
specimen Whi oh is placed in permeameter
whose dimensions are · slightly larter than
the specimen. Space between permeameter
wall and specimen sides is sealed with one
of the following materials, the first two
ing the best sealing agents:
(a) paraffin
(b) bentonite
(o) plaster of Paris
(d) rubber
(e) lead and sulphur

Cohesionless materials
a. Medium to fine sands and silts; wellgraded sand and gravel with some
silt:
Sample air or oven dried, thoroughly mixed and placed.
b. Gravel and medium to coarse sand:
Sample thoroughly mixed under water
to remove all air bubbles, then
placed in permeameter under water.

Prevention of Deposition of Solids Suspended in Water
a. Filter coarser than specimen material placed
in water supply line.
b. Use of distilled water (the bett-er method).
Water Used in Testing
Tap Water

Distilled Water

Untreated
Allowed to stand
Boiled and allowed to stand
Preceding methods with qter
heated to above room temperature before use.
•

**

Untreated
Allowed to stand
Filtered and de-aired
Preceding methods with water
heated to above room temperature before use.

Suitable for ·tests of short duration in combination with d.
The best method used in combination with d.
Saturation of Specimen

a.
b.
c.
d.

Under small head of water
By capillary action (satisfactory. for cohesive materials)
Sample placed under water (for remolded coarse materials)
Specimen subjected to vacuum; water then allowed to flow
slowly upwa.rc through the material under · .tull vacuum (the
best metho_d for all materials).

33permeability.
Computation from consolidation tests
28.

The computation of the coefficient of permeability from con-

solidation tests is used by most Districts for determining the permeability of undisturbed or remolded impervious clay specimens.
Assigmnent

29.

For preliminary work and to augment determinations by direct

tests. values of the coefficient of permeability are frequently assigned
to samples.

This method is used generally throughout the Department.
V -

SPECIAL STUDIES

Degree of anisotropy.

;o.

The study of the anisotrppy of soils w1th regard to permeability,

by testing undisturbed spectmens of soil oriented with flow parallel and
normal to the plane of stre.tification, has been undertaken to only a very
limited extent.

The two non-Departmental publications noted above make

reference to specific studies of this condition. while several such studies of this condition, while several such studies have been made within
the Department in connection with certain seepage problems.
mental studies have been assembled and are presented in table

These Depart-

3 as a sta-

tistical review of methods used and results obtained.
Turbulent flow.
;1.

There are several published studies. which describe inves-

tigations made to determine the conditions of grain size or void size and
hydraulic gradient at which flow ceases to be laminar and becomes instead

a combination of laminar and turbulent flow.

These limits, when satis-

factorily determined, will fix the applicability of Darcy's law to the
study of conditions of seepage.

The only reported study by the Depart-

ment was made in conjunction with the seepage analysis of the rockfill
dams of the Passamaquoddy Tidal Project.

VI -

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Well pumping tests

32.

There have been only a few well pumping tests performed by the

Department.

Of these, many have proven extremely difficult to interpret

satisfactorily, due to variable or uncertain boundary conditions, while
others have been performed without due regard to the limitations of the
method.

The application of the various types of well pumping tests has

been made satisfactorily by the

u.

S. Geologica.!

Surv~

and by

ma~

others.

If, in applications by the Department, full consideration is given to the
limit of applicability of the method and to the adequate exploration of
boundary conditions prior to field testing, a greater measure of success
than that achieved in the past should ensue.
Direct and indirect laboratory tests

33.

The various methods for determining the coefficient of permea-

bility by direct and indirect laboratory tests appear to be generally well
known and used advantageously by the various Districts.

As might be ex-

pected, certain new developments in testing techniques have not yet been
given trial by all the Districts.

The primary need of the Department with

regard to permeability testing is to keep abreast of these new developments.
Special studies.

· 34.

There have been only a very limited number of special studies

TABLE 3- COEFFICIENTS OF PERMEABILITY FOR LOW NORMAL TO AND PARALLEL TO NONE OF STRATIFICATION OF UNDISTURBED
SAMPLES AND FOR FLOW THROUGH REMOLDED

Project

Method of Testing
Undisturbed Samples

Description of

I~terials ~ested

Coefficientp of Penneabthty
in lo-4 em. per sec
Remolded
Undisturbed

kr

__________
34.6 ----,:-g--

- ~k-h----~k-v

38. 3
Blackwater Dam
.Boston District

Cubic foot specimens.
Sealing agent, paraffin •

F'ine to medium sand; from a trace
to a little silt (foundation).

102.6

1.~.2

19.8

18.8

21.6

6.8
10.2

3h. R

·--- ----- ---- -------·-·-------- _

19.1

lh.9

67.8

38.8

33

0. 53

17

Uniform, fine, silty sand. Practically no visible stratification
in :l.ndi vidual samples.

--- --- --- - - -- -- -- ~

0.53

-- ----

Franklin Falls Dam
Boston District

CU1)1c foot specimens.
Sealing ag~nt, pare.ffin.
Falling head permeameter
cUOlo ·root specimens.
Sealing agent, paraf in.
Falling head permeameter
Cubic foot specimens.
Sealinr agent, pa.re.ffin.
Falling head permeameter

5·9
6.7

3·9
7.0
7.1
7.1

3.6

3·4

60
W
20
120

---~20
Loose, fine to coarse sand;
little visible stratifioe.tion
380
Loose, grs.velly, fine to coarse --rmm::2ooo
sand; no visible stratification
Loose fine to-medium-sand;
480
little visible, stratification
Well-graded mixture sand and gre.vel about 10% -1;4tt ~ None 200 mesh
(compaction test embankment)

Uniform fine to medium sand
Material A -- Silty fine sand from
test embankments compacted by various
means
Mater1al B !lledium to !'inc sand (test
embankment)

0.6
1 .8
0.3
1.9
0.1
1.2
0.8

0.9
1.1

---,w----r7o-------··--r.I-·

-- --'1S:03b

Loose, silty, fine to ~edium sand;
sli~:ht stratification.
Cubic foot s.pecimcns.
Seal inr agent, pe.ra.ffin.
Falling head permeameter

0. 29
52

o. 78 0.41
R.l

'Unirorm-·mecrr-urTsand:--rmre--- visible stratification

2.3
4.5
3.4
3.2
1.3
1.7

____,3-.~'i:o--- ~ -57-

19
li-in. cubical specimens placed in [l~ss
cyl:nders. SealinE agent,
bentonite. Falling head
perme8Jri. et er.

Ratio
kh

13
17

22

ro;-~ -- - -4~r --

115

43

50
55

··- -.,...-2.1
2.3
0.8
loU

24

17

96
137

29

1~45

250

1.8

5&~

-rrt

3.3

83

127o - --~-so - 133
183
96.8

l3
32
13

J.J¥

0.8

2.6

3.6

11.o

3·3
--------r.r-

I.o

38.9

------;:4-·

43.Lt.
34.6

2.8

12
17
11

1.8
1.3

5.2

t•5
110.0

4.2
1.1
1.9
1.2

1.9

o.c

0.5
1.0

0. 8

River Hill Dam
Boston District

Cubic foot specimens.
Sealing agent, paraffin.
Falling head permeameter

Variable silty to gravelly sand
(foundation)

60

LOose, fine to medium sand

14.89 13.03-16. 72

Medium compact, tine to very tine

Small cylindrical specimens out from cubic foot
samples

o- to 10- in. cubes.
Sealing agent, paraffin.
Falling h~ad permeameter

'Tlappapello Dam
Memphis Distri~t

sand and silt
ledium clay with bands ot silt
Fine to medium sand; silt bands
Fine to coarse sand with gravel,
silt, and clay
LOose, very tine to medium sand
Fine to coarse sand and l'1ne to
medium gravel-few clay balls
F'ine to coarse sand.; l'ine to
medium gravel
Loose fine to medium sand; some
gravel and silt
Very fine to fine sand and silt;
trace of clay
Loose, fine to coarse sand; some
gravel and clay balls
Fine to medium sand; trace of silt
Fine to coarse silt and sand;
trace of clay
·Fine to medium sand, little silt;
trace of clay

7.18
1./5
6.09
41.55

Chesapeakn and
Delaware Canal
Phila.delphia District

Approximately cubical
specimens, 4 to 6. am
long, 18.5 sq am in
crossssection, placed in
g,lass cylinders. Sealing
agent bentonite. Falling
Head permeameter

505.8-

•Note kr - coefficient of permeability of remolded specimen
kh - coefficient of permeability parallel to plane of stratification
kv - coefficient of permeability normal to plane of stratification

;1.~{ .J.-491.2

125.2-128.6 95.68
26.17
1.77
118.1

1.1-0.9
0.2
1.6-1.3
0.7
44-3.5
1.1-1.0

2.3

0.21
0.23
0.25
0.11+
0.044

o.o:;s

4.9
0.2

88.46-96.47

161

106

o,&>
0.16
0.30
0.21
1.039
0.0017
0.042

1.3

5.36

18

103

1.5-1.0

7.67

92
16

119

o.14

Sardis Dam
Vicksburg District

4·37-5·73
2.41-2.55
0.138-1./4/
38.95-42.$9

63.03 2{.12

Compact, uniform beach sand (subangular quartzite); 1" to 1• lenses of organic silt and lignite
(foundation)
Glauconitic sanqy silt: marine
deposit containing mica particles;
evidences of stratification and
pocketing

1.8

210.9 !Oh.U-2/3.9 2.0-0.8

7.2
Cubic foot specimens.
Sealing agent, rubber
pads. Falling head
permeameter
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1.3-1.2
1.3
1.8

1.5

1.8

4.0

9.6

10.7

o,11

0.11
0.25
0.073
0.017
0.0011

o.oo

1

related to permeability
per~ormed

been
One

o~

per~ormed

by the Department and all or these have

concurrently with seepage studies on projects in progress.

the important needs

o~

the Department is the continuation

special studies by those Districts engaged in studies
study

o~

o~

seepage.

o~

these
The

the anisotropy of deposits with respect to their permeability is

one which should be of
the study

o~

~undamental

interest to all these Districts, while

the conditions under which laminar flow is replaced by com-

bined laminar and turbulent flow is perhaps

o~

~ess

interest since such

conditione are seldom encountered.
Recommendations

35.

While use should be made of pumping tests to determine the per-

meability of deposits in situ, a more thorough understanding of the limitations of the method than has been displayed will be required.

To obtain

maximum benefit from pumping tests it is recommended that a central agency
be delegated to act as a consultant.
sion special equipment for use

This agency might have in its posses-

in pumping

tests and would keep in close touph

with all available methods and results in pumping t .ests performed by the
Department or by others.

36.

Information on advancements in permeability testing · methods is

being diseminated to the Department through The Experiment Station Bulletin
(Soil Mechanics)

~nd

The Quarterly Summary, publications of the Engineer

Department Research Centers at the Waterways Experiment Station.

This dis-

semination of information should b e continued.
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The continuation of work by the Department on the special permea-

bility studies enumerated, and on others as they arise, is recommended.

A

specific program of research is not proposed since it is believed that there

'37
is no outstanding need that is not being met already by present Departmental
investigations.

Instead, it is recommended that special investigations

which are undertaken be planned and carried out by Districts in connection
with work on current projects.

For the benefit of the Department, such

investigations should be coordinated and the results compiled and circulated in the same manner as permee.bility testing methods data.
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CONFERENCE ON COi'ITROL OF UNDERSEEFAGE

OPENING REiv1ARKS

by
T. A. Middlebrooks
This conference has been called to present to you data on founda. tion conditions under dams, levees, and other miscellaneous flood control
stMictures which are conducive to detrimental underseepage.
manner~

In this

the experience of the Department at large will be made available

to all interested parties for the purpose of utilizing this information
in the preparation of survey and definite project reports, as well as
plans and specifications for post war projects.

It should be used also

for the purpose of reviewing projects already constructed which have not
been subjected to design floods.

Actual foundation conditions will be

described in which serious underseepage has developed and remedial measures undertaken.

In addition, various methods of controlling underseepage

will be described and their application to the problem at hand covered by
the different speakers.
Foundation conditions which are conducive to Wlderseepa ge and which
must be considered in the analysis of the problem can be divided into
three general tynes:

(1) The pervious foundation where the pervious

stratum is exposed on the landside; (2) the pervious . foundation where
there is a landside overburden of impervious material which is too thin
to prevent blowouts under the desi gn heads; and (3) the pervious foundation which is blanketed with su.fficient impervious material to withstand
the maximum design heads.
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The several methods

corr~nly

used for controlling underseepage are

landside, riverside blankets; landside horizontal drains; landside drainage blankets, berms sublevees, and relief wells.

Each one of these

methods has its specific application, depending upon foundation and other
conditions, and should be used only vmere conditions are best suited to
the particular method of control.

Before adopting any method which has

proved satisfactory in other sections of the country, a thorough study
should be made of· the local. conditions, to be certain that such methods
are satisfactory for the actual conditions encountered.

It is not un-

common in engineering work to set up a method of treatment in one area
and, because that method is generally satisfactory, adopt it for all
foundation conditions.

This is a dangerous procedure, since one type of

foundation treatment might be satisfactory under certain conditions,
whereas another type would be entirely unsatisfactory.
In order that the extent and nature of the pervious foundation and
the impervious overburden may be adequately outlined, extensive foundation explorations are generally required.

Borings alone are not generally

adequate to give the desired inforrr.ation.

Electric resistivity is prov-

ing to be a useful tool to outline the thiclmess of the top stratum and
to locate any unusually pervious conditions between borings.

This method

of exploration ha s shown sufficient merit to date to adopt it as a general
procedure on all levee work to supplement the regular borings.

iNhere

known pervious foundations exist and extensive treatment is contemplated,
it will be necessary to determine the in-place permeability by large-scale
pumping tests or a water-loss test i n drill holes.
which is used by the Bureau of

Reclaw~tion,

This latter procedure,

appears to have merit for a

rough approximation of the in-place permeability.
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CONDITIONS CONDUCIVE TO DETRIMENTAL UNDERSEEPAGE

Underseepage
General factors
affecting underseepage
Remarks and observations made with respect to under-

General.

seepage pertain to the upper and middle portions of the Lower Mississippi
Valley Basin, or at those points where the top stratum does not usually
exceed in thickness the h ead of water in time of flood to which they may
possibly be subjected.

I n the lower portion of the valley, as previously

mentioned, the top stratum becomes tighter and has a t hickness wqich, compared to the head to which it may possibly be subjected, is so great that
underseepage is minor and the probability of dangerous sand boils is very
small.

It is also quite true that the height required for the levees in

the lower reaches of the valley is considerably less than in the upper
reaches.

This fact further decreases the underseepage problems in the
I

lower valley.
Top stratum.

There is probably no such thing as an average top

stratum condition existing along 1ussissippi River levees, unless applied
to a relatively short section.

By this is meant that, in any considerable

length of the levee (excluding clay plugs, sand plugs, and crevasse sands)
the top stratum rT obably will be found to vary from 0 to 20 feet in thickness.

In this r a nge of top stratum thicknesses the actual top stratum

material may vary from a silty clay to a silty sand with various combinations, both vertically and horizont al l y , of these materials.

As a result

of this fact, it is Qesired to emphasize that a top stratum thickness of
8 feet of silty clay material may have a permeability equal to the effective integrated permeability of a 20-foot tap s tra tum made up o:f strata
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of heterogeneous materials.

It is believed that this factor is a rather

important one which has been more or less overlooked in the desi gn of
pressure relief wells to date.

It is believed that the most dangerous top

stratum condition which can exist with respect to the formation of
critical sand boils is one in which the top stratum is uniform in thickness and degree of perviousness and in which the

thicknes~

is less than

about 60 per cent of the water head which may be exerted on its base in
time of flood.

V~hen

this condition exists, free underseepage will prob-

ably occur only to a minor extent, the opposite corollary being that in
all locations where the top stratum is such that heavy underseepage takes
place, very little probability of dangerous sand boils exists.
Semipervious sand stratum.

Vv'here this stratum exists it usually

more or less merges into the base of the top stratum and is in general
composed of very fine to fine cohesionless sands and coarse silts with
very little evidence of any gravel.

This layer is usually not thicker

than the top stratum but is considerably more permeable.

It will not,

however, carry as much water as the lower sand material and, when subjected to upward seepage flow, becomes quick earlier than either the top
stratum or the lower sands .

It is beli eved that this material, when it

occurs, usually is the first to be moved in the case of active sand boils.
This material , b eing so fine, is hard to restrain from flowing into the
filter pipe of drainage wells a nd, in general, it may be stated t hat the
safest method is to carry a solid pi pe t hrough this stratum, with the
perforated screen extending down int o t he coarser sands.
Pervious sand stra tum.

This st r atum may comprise up to approxim-

at ely 75 per cent of the total thicknes s of material above the Tertiary.
The material usually ranges from a fine to a coarse sand with or without
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gravel particles, and at places coarse sand-gravel lenses may be encountered.

The material in general shows a rather pronounced degree of

stratification and, due to this fact, may be considered to have correspondingly higher permeabilities in horizontal planes.

The range in

permeability of this material may vary from 200 to 1200 x 10-4 em per
sec.

In general, there is a strong tendency for the permeability of the

pervious strata to increase with depth.

As previously mentioned, this

material in the lower reaches of the valley is almost entirely free o£
gravel and in general tends to be finer and less permeable than that in
the middle and upper reaches of _the valley.

It is believed that this

stratum of material is the major carrier of water, with the major feeding source being the river and, in some cases, riverside borrow pits, or
a combination of the two.

The actual bank caving of the Mississippi

River tends to keep the river source open and unrestricted, while those
borrow pits which are open to the sernipervious sands form a semirestricted
but much closer feeding source.

Comprehensive investigations are needed

to determine the relative part played by borrow pits as a source for
underseerage water.
Crevasse deEosits.

He<~vy and

possibly dangerous seepage condi-

tions are quite apt to exist at points where levees cross crevasse
deposits, if the latT,er are not removed.

Crevasse sands may be of even

higher permeabilities than deeper foundation sands and, being close to
the surface, offer a source contributory to heavy underseepage and
dangerous piping.
Clay plugs.

Levees located with the riverside toe of the levee

over and paralleling a clay plug present an advantageous condition
against underseepage, in that the clay plug ~ay act as a cutoff, re-
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stricting underflow.

However, a levee constructed parallel to and river-

ward from a clay plug may represent a disadvantage, in so far as underseepage is concerned, particularly if the top stratwn is relatively thin
between the clay plug and the landside levee toe; the general effect
being that the clay plug tends to cause a greater concentration of
underseepage pressure near the landside toe.
Sand plugs.

Sand plugs may be more pervious than the natural

foundation sands and may have little or no top stratum covering them,
and as such present an ideal condition for free underseepage with the
possibility of dangerous piping.
Riverside borrow pits which have at least 3 feet
of relatively ti ght material on the bottom may be regarded as minor
factors in underseepage.

Pits, however, which extend into the semi-

pervious sand, particularly if the latter stratum is relatively thin,
may play a rather important part in contributing to under-seepage.
The closer such borrow pits are locateo to the levee, the greater this
effect.

Landside borrow pits are in the minority.

They offer freer

paths of escape for underseepage and tend to increase the actual amount
of underseepage, but in s ome instances

W4Y

tend to decrease the possi-

bility of hazardous sand boils.
River.

'l'he distance of the river from the levee undoubtedly has

a major effect on the amount of underseepage, since it presents a free
inlet into the lower pervious sand stratum.

The inlet into this sand

stratum is kept open by active barn( caving.

It is believed that the

bank caving of the river consists fundamentally of material at the toe
of the underwater slope being carried away, thus releasing a certain
amount of restraining effect, the remainder of which is eventually
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overcome by the superimposed load of the bank above, which results in
further caving.

The cycle of caving repeats itself at certain time

intervals, which aepend upon the river stage and the set of the current
against the bank.
Active faulting.

A current geological investigation of the Lower

Mississippi Valley now being carried on has recently brought to light
the possibility that active faulting has been taking place in the middle
and upper reaches of the valley.

In some i nstances the faults have been

traced through and under the locations of' past crevasses, thus indicating
that there is some possibility that active faulting may have been responsible for some of the levee crevasses \mich took place during the 1927
flood.

The faulting in the middle and lower reaches of the valley may

be associated with isostasy, which pertains to the possible upheaval of
the valley, due to the weighing down or sinking of the delta area by
deposited sediments.

Isostasy may be regar ded as a particular phase of

diastrophism, to which all faulting or earth crust movement may be
ascribed.

Upheaval has been verified at numerous points in the valley

by the actual raising of precise levelling points.

As this study is in

its early stages, no de.fini te conclusions have been reached.

However, a

new and possibly very important phase of thought with respect to levee
underseepage is opened.
Underseepage effects
Minimum underseepage.

At those locations where a combination of

some or all of the following condition s exist, the landside area will
probably be relatively free of underseepage:

river at considerable

distance from levee; no riverside borrow pit or, if one exists, not
extending into sand; and a thick and uniform impervious landside top
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stratum.
Free underseepage.

At those locations where a combination of some

or all of the following conditions exist, the landside area may show
free or concentrated heavy underseepage:

river relatively close to

levee; riverside borrow pits extending to sand; relatively then and pervious top stratum; absence of top stratum; presence of clay plug to
landside of levee; crossing of sand plug by levee; and crossing of
crevasse sand by levee.

The latter two con<iitions mentioned might lead

to dangerous piping under the levee.
Concentrated linderseepage and sand boils.

All conditions listed

in the above paragraphs, combined with a nonuniform and relatively tight
top stratum on the landside, may result in l:>Oth heavy concentrated
underseepage and sand boils.

The sand boils are unlikely to be of a

hazardous nature.
Sand boils and piping.

A combination of all conditions which have

been listed in the paragraph on free underseepage, above, except that
the top stratum

i~

taken as uniform and of such thickness that the

hydraulic gradient (for a given flood height) through it is greater than

0.6, may result in hazardous sand boils, some of which under certain
conditions might result in dangerous piping.

All sand boils resulting

from such a concition would have to be carefully watched, and precautionary measures taken to control them during the flood period.
Remarks
In general, it may be stated the.t conditions which are conducive
to free or heavy concentrated underseepage are those which have free

inlet and semirestricted outlet.

If the outlet is quite restricted and

gradients greater than 0.6 can develop, then sand boils of a hazardous
nature may develop.
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In a levee system as vast as that in the Lower Il.ussissippi Valley,
there are bound to be all combinations of the various foundation conditions previously discussed and, as a result, any degree of underseepage
may be expected, that is, from none at all to heavy urxierseepage and in

places hazardous sand boils may be expected.
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THE MISSOURI RIVER VALLEY AND FAIRFAX-JERSEY CREEK LEVEE
Foundation conditions, performance during floods,
and possible remedial measures

by
L. D. McDonald

'l'he system of levees along the Missouri River is, in general, composed of low-type agricultural levees affording protedtion only against
normal floods.

'l'hese levees, having been constructed by _individual in-

terests, principally protect agricultural land, and are in most cases so
low that they are subject to overtopping before critical subsurface pressures r occur.

The existing and proposed levees and f'lood walls for the

protection of the Kansas Citys, however, are designed to afforn protection against the maximum design flood which in many instances would produee heads of 20 to 25 feet above the landward toe of the levee.

These

levees, protecting heavily industrialized areas, major airfields, and
war industries valued at many millions of dollars, will be constructed
of rolled or

hydra~c

fill and will have slope protection, internal

drainage systems, and subsurface pressure relief systems where required.
The concentrated development of these areas

~recludes

the use of pro-

tecti ve measures such as sublevees, blanketing and ponding, and suggests
a relief well system as the most practical means of providing relief from
subsurface pressures.
The Fair£ax-Jersey Creek Levee at Kansas City, Kansas, which is now

.

being studied, affords an interesting combination of problems relative
to underseepa.ge and the prevent;ion and control of excessive subsurface
pressures.

The levee is

approximate~

six miles long, tying to rock

bluffs at either end and encircling a flood plain r1aving an area of
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approximately three square miles.
fill methods.

An internal collection system ~o handle through seepage

has been provided.
river.

The levee was constructed by dredge-

The discharge from this system is pumped into the

The levee was extended across a high-water chute of the ltissouri

River to include Goose Island as a part of the mainland.

The high-water

chute and intervening areas were brought up to grade, also by dredged
fill, and are now part of a major airfield.

Approximately 1,400 .feet of

concrete flood wall is incorporated in the protection system.

The per-

vious substratum forming the levee foundation varies from 75 to 110 feet
in thickness, and is the typical river-valley formation, grading from
boulders above the shale bedrock to coarse sand and fine silty sand at
the top of the stratum.

The stratum is interspersed with fine sand and

silt lenses, and has an over-all. permeability of approximately 2140 x ldl.4~: .,
centimeters per second.

The thickness of the impervious top blanket

varies widely throughout the length of the levee.

The former high-

water chute which formed the island has been dredge-filled and has no
impervious blanket; whereas, at other locations, the impervious top
blanket ranges up to 30 feet in thickness with an average of about

15 feet.

Under maximum flood conditions, severe hydraulic gradients

would be set up through some sections of the blanket to cause a quick
condition, excessive seepage, and sand boils.

During floods of the past

two years, excessive seepage has been noted, in some instances in the
form of incipient sand boils, indicating that a serious hazard might
result at such locations during the occurrence of design floods.

Flow

of water through some of these seepage areas was maintained with less
than a 6-foot head differential between the river stage and tailwater of
the seepage area.
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The area subject to the greatest seepage quantities is naturally
the area which was created by the relatively pervious dredged fill in
the old high-water chute.
over much of this area.

Large areas of runway pavement form a blanket
The relatively pervious fill itself appears to

have a blanketing effect and rather well-defined flow paths.

One of the

seepage zones in this area was ringed with sand bags, and a head of
18 inches was built up without a noticeable increase of flow in the immediate vicinity.

During the 1943 flood with a river stage of 29 feet,

the seepage occurred through pencil-sized· channels; while in

1944, with

a river stage of 27 feet, two feet lower than the previous year, boils
8 inches to 12 inches for.med, indicating a progressive development of
flow channels.
Since this levee is constructed practically at the waters edge
and due to the relatively high permeability and the thickness of the
pervious substratum, very large quanti ties of water will be involved in
producing a pressure reduction landward of the levee.

Based on informa-

tion presently available, it is estimated that approximately 600 cubic
feet per second must be removed during periods of maximum flood in order
to reduce subsurface pressures to safe liird.ts.

Drainage wells are being

considered as a means of controlling excessive pressures and seepage.
A horizontal collector system of perforatea. pipe or similar type may be
necessary in the pervious dredge-fill area.
As was mentioned previously, the area inside the levee is highly
industrialized, and the utilization of land. for ponding or secondary
levee construction is impractical.

It appears that the only method of

disposing of the discharge water from the drainage system is by pumping
directly into the river.

It is interesting to note that preliminary
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studies of costs o:t pumping plants indicate that it may be Jll)re economical to install .individual pumping

pla~ts

on each well, or group of two

or three wells, than to install extensive collector systems with large
pumping plants.

Individual plants could then be set to operate at any

desired pressure head.

It aay also be possible to reduce well sizes by

overcoming well losses by pumping, and to provide some reserve pumping
capacity if the wells can be interconnected.
The most difficult problem relative to the design of -a system to
produce relief from high subsurface pressures, and the problem on which
there seems to be the least positive information, is the design of an
economical type of well having the efficiency required to produce the
quantities of water necessary to effect these reductions in pressure.
Basically, a relief well is little different from a wa,ter-supply well, ·
since both must produce the water from the water-bearing strata efficiently and economically.

The chief difference between the water-supply'

well· and the drainage well is that now is produced in the usual water
well by a differential in -head created by pumping, and flow in the
pressure-relief well (usually artesian) is produced by the head differential between the flood stage and the discparge elevation of the well.
The quality of the water is of little concern in the drainage well,
except

as it affects the well screen and casing.

In both eases, _quan-

tity of production is dependent on the pern1eability of the substratum
and entrance and friction losses in the well.

Items that must be gi.ven

thorough consideration in a relief well include:
1.

The method of construction.

2.

Size and depth to produce the necessary quantities.

3. The materials of which the well is constructed.

../
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4.

Proper choice of a well screen size.

5. The possibility of corrosion of the well screen and
encrustation of the well screen and surrounding
materials.
Preliminary analysis of successful water-supply wells in the
Missouri River Valley indicates that the economical well size in · strata
similar to those of the Fairfax-Jersey Creek area is one producing from
1000 to 1500 gallons per minute.

The most common types of wells used in

this area are those having an artificial gravel pack around the screen
and those having a natural gravel pack developed by removing the fines
through surging and pumping of the wells.

There is local evidence of

well failures due to improper gradation of the gravel packing and heavy
incrustations have been formed on some well screens.

The water itself

is definitely corrosive.
The relative merits of gravel packing by artificial means, as compared with development of a stabilized

area

around the screen by surging

and pumping, are not known; nor has the relationship of size to production
for the various types of wells been determined.

These are some o:f the

problems that must be solved before a well suitable for pressure-relief
systems can be disigned.

Further studies are in progress, and it is

planned to construct several test wells in the Kansas City District to
obtain additional information in regard to these problems.
Finally, it is significant that, to date, the cost of the dredged
earth fill of the Fairfax Levee, which is generally considered the bulk
of the cost of a levee, amounts to only about one-third of the total
costs of the levee system.

The balance was spent for the so-called

"appurtenances, 11 which included stone facing, mattress, pile dikes, and
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drainage systems, and still the levee presumably does not give complete
protection.

A new 11 appurtenancen is now being considered, the cost of

which is equivalent to the total amount expended to date, and which
would make the total expenditure approximately six times the cost of the
dredged fill.

Compared with the value of the property protected, the

total cost of the levee system is rather small and probably is economically justified.
However, it is not to be concluded that the installation of a
relief-well systeJii is the economical and feasible method of controlling
underseepage at all locations, particularly where areas are available for
the construction of sublevees and berms.
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SEEPAGE CONDITIONS AND

CO~ITROL

AT SARDIS AND A,.qKABUTLA DAMS

by
A. C. Williams

General
Both Sardis and Arkabutla are flood-control dams, located in the
northern part of the State of Mi ssissippi on the upper tributaries of the
Yazoo River.

They -were built for the purpose of protecting the flood

plain of the Yazoo River delta, above the Mississippi backwater area,
from headwater floods-·.

Both of these dams are of the earth-fill type

and are built on pervious foundations where the problems of underseepage are quite similar to those encountered along the levee system of the
Mississippi River except that, under the greater heads of water, both
uplift pressure and underseepage are of greater magnitude.

A brief de-

scription of the underseepage conditions encountered at each of these
dams, the means utilized to control it, and the results attained to date
is the purpose of this paper, with no attempt being made to cover the
specific problems of design.

Description
Sardis Dam, on the upp er reaches of the Tallahatchie River, is
approximately three miles in over-all length with a main section 9000
feet long and 95 feet high.

It is of hydraulic fill construction and

consists of an impervious core with two pervious shells, the downstream
pervious shell being in
lying stratum.

dir ~ct

contact with the highly pervious under-
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Foundation characteristics
Prior to construction, foundation borings and explorations disclosed
an impervious top stratum consisting of clay, silt and fine sand, varying
in thickness from 5 to 20 feet, except in the stream bed where no impervious
stratum exists, the thinner sections being found along the south third of
the dam.

Below this impervious blanket and extending in depth from 30 to

more than 100 feet are pervious sands and gravel contairdng lenses of
lignitic clay.

A definite lower boundary to the pervious stratl.Ull exists

under the northern two-thirds of the dam axis, but under the south portion this boundary varies greatly in depth.

That these clay lenses are

effective as a lower pervious boundary was clearly indicated b.y the
appearance of artesian flow from borings that pierced the clay.
Se~

Since the dam has an impervious core, the amount of through seepage is negligible, but, with direct inflow into the pervious strata
through the old river channel and infiltration through the relatively
thj.n top stratum possible, foundation underseepage was anticipated and
control provided for in the design.

For a distance of 1000 feet up-

stream the thin impervious top strc:tum vas reinforced by means of a compacted fill to provide a minimum imnervious thickness of 10 feet over the
entire area including the old river channel.

A lateral toe drain system

consisting of a perforated pipe surrounded by an inverted gravel filter
was installed in the downstream pervious shell to control the seepage
from the foundation and any which might occur tr.rouf,h the core, and also
to aid in reducing any uplift pressures near the toe of the dam.

Outlet

pipes were installed from the toe drain to a concrete collection ditch
at the toe of the dam.

The borrow pits on the downstream side, which had
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been excavated well into the pervious strata, provided further natural
means of drainage through the foundation into the pits.
Observations and resu~ts of
original drainage system
Upon the initial

closir~

of the outlet gates and the raising of

the reservoir elevation to conservation pool level, seepage flow was observed from the toe drain into the collection ditch, and some seepage
boiled up through weep holes which had been placed in the bottom of the
concrete collection ditch.

In addition, between stations 92 and 110,

seepage occurred through the dovmstream slope of' the dam for a distance
of 20 of 50 feet up from the toe

~ith

minor sloughing.

In general, the

toe of the dam in this area was soft and spongy.
~ause

and remedy
Study of this seepage condition occurring through the downstream

slope led to the conclusion that it was the direct result of the high
elevation at Which the toe collection pipe had been placed, it being
from 2 to 6 feet above the natural ground surface at the toe of the dam,
which resulted in the underseepage building up to some extent before
being intercepted by the drain.

The greater depth of pervious stratum

which existed beneath this area, together with the compa.rati vely thin
top stratum found upstream above the dam, also increased the quantity
of seepage to be handled.
To relieve and correct this condition, a supplemental toe drain
sy~tem

was built from station 82 to station 110, at a lower elevation

than the original system and located nearer to the toe of the slope
with outlet pipes draining into the collection ditch at the toe of the
dam.

This supplemental drainage system corrected the wet condition at
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the toe at low pool elevations but it was thought possible that, at a
higher pool elevation, seepage might again occur through the slope and
that high uplift pressures might be found beneath the concrete ditch.

The next step decided upon for seepage control was the installation of a drainage well system located in the downstream slope of the
collection ditch extending from station 83 to station 111.

This system

consisted of a line of 1-1/2-inch well screens 10 and 12 feet long,
spaced 25 feet on centers and connected to galvanized wrought-iron riser
pipes which discharged through the dovmstream side of the concrete collection ditch.

These weD.s are a pproximately 30 feet deep and are so

placed that the tops of the well screens are not less than 10 feet below
the bottom of the impervious top stratum.
In addition to these wells, the Waterways Experiment Station
installed 48 other wells, parallel to the original line and located on
the downstream top bank of the concrete eli tch, backfilling the excavation around the riser pipes with a tamped sand-bentonite mixture.

These

wells, spaced on approximately 6-foot centers, were of various types and
were placed for experimentation and observation only and not as an addition to the Sardis well system.
Observations and results after
well system w~s installed
Since the installation of the system of drainage -wells, no further
seepage through the embankment slope has been observed and the slope has
remained firm and dry even at high heads.

At low heads, flow from the

toe drains practically ceases, although flow from the majority of the
wells continues.
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At the reeent high pool stage of 273.0, the highest reached to date
and 9 feet below the spillway crest, observations disclosed that all
wells, toe drains, supplementary drains and the weep holes in the bottom
of the ditch were flowing and that, in a few cases, sand was being
carried up through the weep holes and deposited in the bottom of the collection ditch.

There was no evidence of seepage through the slope of the

embankment where the wells and supplemental toe drains are in operation,
but near station ?OfoO, which is out side the well installation, some
slight seepage is evidenced by a wet toe slope.
The elevation of the tailwater in the borrow pits below the dam
has a

sli :~ht

effect on the quantity of seep water discharging through the

collection ditch.

Nith a low tailwater elevation and a high pool stage,

1

the natural foundation drainage through the pervious strata into the borrow pits, which _can be seen and observed, reduces the seepage quantity
through the pervious toe of the dam.

With the raising of the tailwater

elevation, decr-easing the effective head, this natural borrow pit drainage is retarted and a slight increase is noted in the discharge from the
toe drains, but little change can be observed in the amount discharged
through either the wells or the weep holes in the bottom of the collection
ditch.

At pool elevation of 273.0 feet, the total

see~ge

through the

main dam into the collection ditch was approximately 10 second feet, of
which the toe drains carried 3.3, the wells 3. 7, and the weep holes J.O
second feet.

The well system was designed for a maximum discharge of

approximately

5.5

second feet.

That the wells aid in reducing hydrostatic uplift beneath the paved
collection ditch is evidenced by the fact that, when

durin~S

testing opera-

tions all wells were closed off so as to read full piezometer pressures,
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two of the experimental wells boiled up around the riser pipe, carrying
some material into the ditch.
~rimental

This same result has occurred in other

well installations along the Mississippi River levees when

the wells have been closed off after having been allowed to flow, thus
leading to the conclusion that, to be safe, the entire well system should
remain open at all· times.
S~lting

of reservoir

Incomplete tabulation of results to date indicates that the quantity
of flow from the wells varies but little over that of a year ago with a
head 12 to 15 feet higher.

Piezometers, extending at right angles to the

well system, indicate only a slight increase in pressure at this higher
head.

This seems to indicate that the reservoir bottQm is

silti~~

up,

retarding the inflow through both the pervious channel bed and through
top stratum itself above the darn.

It is planned to nake a partial silt

surve.y some time this summer when reservoir stages are favorable.
Comments

In general, control of seepage conditions at Sardis Dam is good and
no conditions that might lead to jeopardizing the safety of the dam are
now in evidence.

De:;;cri Etj.._p_~
Arkabutla Dam, a somewhat smaller dam than Sardis, being approximate~

7000 feet long and 68 feet high, is located on the headwaters of

the Coldwater River.

It is of rolled fill construction with a 5-foot

sand base placed on the valley floor on either side of an impervious
cutoff to provide for two-way drainage·of the top stratum.
entire fill the top stratum is impervious.

Beneath the

The material in the center
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and upstream sections of the anbankment is impervious loess and sandy
loam.
~nd

The downstream slope is of randoiD. material which is semipervious

adjoins a pervious toe section built of washed sand.

~ation

9haracteristics

The impervious top stratum is made up of approximately 30 feet of
impervious clay and silt which is underlain with sand and gravel strata.·
Beneath the pervious stratum are found layers of highly impervious clay,
varying in thickness from a few feet to over 100 feet.

The depth of the

pervious stratum varies from 30 to 60 feet below the impervious top
stratum.
Seepage
Through seepage is relatively unimportant, because of the high
degree of imperviousness in the rolled fill, but any that does occur will
drain downward toward the pervious toe and drain.
Neither does underseepage present a very serious problem, because of
the thickness of the top stratum both up- and downstream.

For the reduct-

ion of any hydrostatic uplift which might occur beneath the downstream top
stratum, a well system was designed and constructed, partially because of
the satisfactory results obtained a t Sardis and also because of the saving
in cost over that of providing an adequate rock or gravel toe drain contacting the pervious sand stratum.
Well system
The drainage well system installed and in use consists of 2-inch
well points 15 feet long spaced 25 feet center to center and placed with
the top of the well screens 10 feet below the bottom of the top stratum.
The well line itself is located under the downstream slope of the dam
approximately 100 feet back of the toe, with the riser pipes extending
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upward through the embaruanent slope for inspection and clean-out purposes.
Each pair of wells is connected to an outlet pipe at approximately ground
elevation and discharges through this pipe into an open ditch at the toe
of the dam.
The modified toe-drain system, which was placed beneath a pervious
toe section, consists of a collection pipe laid in a gravel filter which
drains to the collection ditch through outlet pipes.

This drain is not

intended to aid in relieving underseepage.
Results of

dr~~nage

system

At a pool elevation of 225, which is 14.0 feet below the spillway
crest and the highest level reached to date, the seepage conditions were
found quite satisfactory.

The :sravel drain at the toe discharged a neg-

ligible amount and the flow from the wells varied, with those on the south
end nearest the outlet works not flowing at all, while those in the center
of the valley section showed fairly good flow.

Flow from the wells de-

creased as the north abutment was approached, finally ceasing except for
one well near the hill line.

At low-water stages, flow from the wells

practically ceases except for this one well at the hill line, the flow
from which is apparently artesian.

At a pool elevation of 225.0, the

total seepage from the wells was approximately 0.53 second feet.

The well

system was designed to carry approximately 1.32 second feet at rraximum
head.

No evidence of through or under seepage was observed in the

embankment, and it appears the drainage system is adequate.
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DISCUSSION

General
A discussion took place between Mr.

Ka~,

Mr. Philippe and

Mr. Rahwedder, concerning the line of dennrcation between a pervious and
impervious naterial.

It was the consensus of opinion that no definite

decision could be made, for the reason that, at given locations, differences in the permeability of the strata might be the same, while the
actual values of the permeability at the different sites might be entirely
different.

In other words, the criterion in underseepage is relative,

that is, it is dependent on the difference in permeabilities of the various strata rather than the actual permeability.
A general discussion took place as to the effects on underseepage,
or the possibility of sand-boil development, that the degree of saturation of the foundation would have at the

beginni~~

of a flood period.

It was pointed out that if the foundation strata were entirely saturated
at the beginning of a flood period, then when pressure heads built up on
the riverside of the levee it would be

in~ediately

felt on the landside.

If, however, the water table were low at the beginning of a flood, then
there would be a considerable time lag., while the water table was rising
before detrimental effects of underseepage were observed.

In the case of

floods of very short duration, a low water table would represent a considerable factor of safety against heavy underseepage and dangerous boils.
Mr. !uddlebrooks pointed out that in some cases downstream borrow
pits excavated to a pervious stratum might be considered as safety valves
for seepage; however, in some cases, these borrow pits silted over and
sealed up to the extent that seepage water was forced

up at

the levee toe
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in detrimental amounts.

Mr. Gordon Williams pointed out that certain

levees constructed along the Susquehanna River were on a relatively thin
surface silt stratum which was underlain by a very pervious gravel
stratum.

At some locations, too much borrow was taken from the riverside

down to the pervious gravel, with the result that some boils developed on
the landside.

At these same locations, low depressions as much as a

quarter of a mile back from the levee filled with water.

The water level

in these depressions kept on rising, even after the water on the riverside
of the levee was falling.

V~.

Williams described another condition of

seepage water through the weep holes of a structure which during a flood
period carried material so fast that a dangerous condition developed to
the point that an initial failure and blow-out actually took place, but
the structure dropped and effected seal which stopped the piping.
Another point of discussion that came up and Which seemed to have
given trouble in several areas was piping as a result of holes dug by
rodents and crayfish.

No one seemed to have a definite solution to offer

other than that an attempt should be made to poison burrowing animals
along levees and careful inspection should be made for holes, which should
be plugged in some manner, preferably with a thick mud grout.
Considerable discussion took place concerning French drains.

Some

delegates were of the opinion that a single well-graded material not only
was more economical but was as effective as the more expensive multilayered type of French drain.

The general opinion was that probably an

intermediate type of drain between the two listed would be effective and
still be justifiable from an economical viewpoint.

It was definitely

pointed• out that there are certain characteristics as to the pro~rtion
ate grain size of foundation and drain materials which must be met, other-
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wise probable clogging of the drain would result.

Some discussion took

place as to the actual effectiveness of silt as an impervious blanket in
~he

prevention of underseepage.

It was pointed out that natural silts

may sometimes have fairly high permeability, due to root holes formed by
vegetation and other holes made by worms or crayfish.

The effects of

these openings created by vegetation or small animals might render an
otherwise effective blanket ineffective in the prevention of heavy underseepage or dangerous boils.

Gel"!_~-~al

A discussion took place concerning the location of the pressure
relief wells installed at the Fort Peck ·Dam.
from

W~.

As a result of a question

Philippe concerning where he would have located the pressure

relief wells, had they been included in the original design of the dam,
ll. r. Slichter stated that he would have placed them under the rock toe,
for the reason that an additional amount of relief of the pressure head
would have been gained.

Discussion took place as to whether it would be

better to have the wells out in the open, where they could be readily
cleaned and inspected, or have them under the dam where such inspection
and cleaning would be more expensive and difficult.

The general opinion

seemed to be that the well s should be located in the open but immediately
at the toe of the dam, which would enable the system to be readily inspected and at the same time furnish more effective pressure relief than
if they were located a considerable distance from the dovmstream toe, as
they were in the Fort Peck well system.

1~.

Slichter explained that the

reason for locating the Fort Peck wells about 150 feet below the toe was
because of the danger of possible blowouts taking place during the
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process of drilling the wells, due to the high pressure conditions which
existed at the time.

If a blowout occurred, it would be IJDlch better to

have it occur a consider<:tble distance from the dam toe rather than imm.ediately adjacent to it.

As a result of the location of the wells 150

feet downstream from the dam, Mr. Slichter estimated that about 3 feet
greater pressure head existed at the toe than if the line of wells had
been located directly ad,iacent to the dam.

A discussicn brought out the

desirability of having arrangements on the ·wells so that the flows could
at all times be measured if

desired~

also, by having controlled O,!)enings,

the seepage water could be disposed of in a more efficient rr.anner.

Mr. Slichter pointed out the fact that the F'ort Peck wells required a
great amount of surging before an effective filter was oroduced around
the wells but that, once it was produced, the wells have operated in a
very effective manner and have served their purpose admirably.
Mr. Eustis questioned Mr. Slichter's statement regarding the failure of the F'm"+ Peck wells to meet the design criterion for maximum
screen openings without filters as established by the Experiment Station

(85 percent size of the foundation material should be equal to or greater
than the screen opening), ever though the wells functioned satisfactorily.
It was pointed out that had the wells not been surged, the silting up
would have continued and n!'C'·bably sealed off some of the wells.

The

fact that sureing the wells removed the excess of fines and allowed the
wells to flow more efficiently with no material being passed indicated
that a stable filter had been created whose gradation was coarser than
the original material and which very probably satisfied the criterion.
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SARDIS DAM, COMMENCE AND TROTTERS Ll!.'VEE EXPERI:MEN'I'AL
RELIEF WELL INSTALLATIONS

by

J. B. Eustis
Sardis.-, Dam

In the spring of 1942 the

Waterv-~ays

Experiment station installed a

group of 48 experimental drainage wells parallel to the drainage well
system at Sardia Dam.

'I'he wells were installed on approximately 6-:-foot

centers between and about 3 feet downstream from the Sardis drainage wells
and consisted of various commercial brass well screens, porous concrete
pipes, large gravel-filled wells, and perforated clay, wood, concrete,
iron and asbestos-cement pipes surrounded by gravel filters.

'!'he loca-

tion chosen for the installation had the most pervious and uniform foundation conditions that existed along the toe of the dam.
The diameters of the commercial brass screens ranged from 1-1/4 to

3 inches and screen lengths were approximately 2 and 10 feet.

'!'he porous

concrete pipes were 4 to 6 inches in diameter and were 10 feet long.

The

perforated pipes were 2 to 6 inches in diameter and 2 to 20 feet long.
gravel-filled wells were 10 inches in diameter and 10 feet long.
or perforated openings in general ranged from 0.01 to 0.18 inches.

The

Screen
Riser

pipe lengths varied from 10 to 30 feet, depending on the thickness of the
top stratum, and were generally 1-1/2 to 3 inches in diameter.
The general purpose of the installation was to determine the discharge efficiency of commercial drainage wells, to develop substitute
types of wells constructed of noncritical materials, and to establish
criteria for the design of such well screens.

A comprehensive report on

this and a parallel laboratory investigation are contained in Technical
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Memorandum 195-1 of the Experiment Station which was released in October

1942.
The principal findings of this field and laboratory investigation
were as follows:
~·

. Little difference was observed in the discharge efficiency
of

~·

~

brass or combined brass and iron screens.

Porous concrete pipes or perforated clay, wood, concrete,
or cement-asbestos pipes surrounded with a properly designed
gravel filter could be used successfully as a drainage well.

c.

A factor of prime importance to be considered in the design
of a drainage well system is the friction and velocity head
losses in the riser and discharge pipes.

d.

Validity of the criterion for the design of maximum openings for screens installed without filters was established.
size of foundation sand =
screen opening

~ercent

~·

/

1.0

As was expected, the use of gravel-filled wells as drainage or relief wells was not satisfactory.

These discharges were obtained by closing all experDnental and
Sardis drainage-well system wells, then · opening each experimental well
individually and measuring t he discharge after a period of one minute.
The well was then closed and, after allowing the pressures to stabilize,
another well was tested in the same marmer.

Under this oondition a net

pressure head of approximately 3 to 5 feet above the center line of the
discha~g e

pipes was found to exist in the substratum.

All discharges

shown are adjusted for friction losses in the riser and discharge pipes
and to a net head of 5 feet above the center line of the discharge pipe.
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The sharp decrease in discharge in the last two years over that observed
initially indicates either that the screens are becoming clogged or that
the reservoir is silting up to such an extent that an effective upstream
blanket is being established.

It is believed the latter condition is the

main factor causing the decrease, inasmuch as the substratum pressure

observed this year at the line of wells and in a transverse line of piezometers was only approximately 1 foot greater than the maximum for
previous years, even though the reservoir head this year was about 18
feet higher than in any previous year.

Surging and flushing of the wells

after the initial readings were taken in April and June of this year
resulted in an increase in flow in practically every well and was as much
as 50 to 200 percent more in most cases.

In 12 wells, the discharges

became very nearly equal to those obtained initially .in 1942.

However,

the .total discharge of all wells after surging under the condition of
testing was still below that observed in 1942, being approximately 1580
gallons per minute as compared to about 2800 gallons per minute for 1942.
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Subject:

A Report of Experiments and Investigations to Determine
the Efficacy of Sub-Levees and Berms in the Control of
Seepage.
The Problem

Levees in the St. Francis District may be generally classified
as impervious upon a relatively thin stratum of impervious topsoil.

In

the foundation, however, lies a stratum of sand, very pervious vdth respect to the rest of the foundation and to the levee.

In a good many

cases the impervious loam topsoil has been removed from above this stratum on both the landside and riverside of the levee for borrow purposes
and a very pervious path has been provided to permit seepage beneath the
structure.

iJihen the velocity of now has become so great as to cause

displacement and removal of the sand along the path of 'flow, piping
exists and sand-boils form on the landside.
Seepage through and under levees can be reduced by any project
that decreases the hydraulic gradient along the path of flow.

Thus

either the effective head may be diminished or the path of flow lengthened.
This study is concerned with the efficacy of two such means of control
applied to the landside of the structures:

the first, a sub-levee that

impounds a counter head of water; the second, an earth-blanket, or berm,
that increases the path of flmq.
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Concl'!~i<ll!.S..

Excessive seepage throu8h and under relatively impervious
levees upon foundations of a depth about eoual to the height of the
levees can,

according to the results of this study, be reduced

economically by sub-levees built to impound water upon the landside
slopes of the structures.
For levees, foundations, and berms of the same degree of
imperviousness, water- and earth-blankets have been f01md in this
study to have much the same effect upon both the position of the
topmost flow-line and the seepa ge rate.

It is also shown that

either blanket tends to increase the stability of the landside
slope.

Thus, for situations in

~ich

less material is required

for the sub-levee than for the berm, there is a true economic advantage for the sub-levee.
For impervious levees upon very pervious foundations , the
sub-levee impounding water to a depth of 10 ft. upon the landside
slope has here been found to have the same effect upon the seepage
rate as an impervious berm of from 145 to 180 ft. long (slopes of

1:5 to 1:7).

Thus for a 1:6 slope, a berm 6 ft. thick tapering to

3 ft. thick at 160 ft. from the landside toe would have a volume of
828 cu ft per ft of levee.

A sub-levee 11 ft high w:i th side slopes

of 1:3 and crovvn width of 10 ft would recuire but 473 cu ft
of material per ft of levee.

Since either control tends

onl1r to stabilize an already stable slope, the sub-levee in
this case seems to be the more efficacious of the two.
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EXPERTMENTS TO DETERMINE
THE EFFI CAGY OF BENTONITE IN REDUCING SE EPAGE
THROUGH AND UNDER LEVEES

The Purpose of the Experiments
General.

The general purpose of the experiments under discussion

was to determine the efficacy of the material known as bentonite as an
agent for reducing seepage through and under levees.

Specifically, it

was desired to determine the · efficacy of bentonite used (a), as a
grout ; (b) , as a blanket, and (c), as a cut-off wall.
Phzsical Properties of Bentonite
Bentonite is a natural clay-like substance, a hydrous silicate
of alumina, composed chiefly of the mineral W
IDntmorillonite.

It is

found in quantities in the Black Hills of Wyoming and South Dakota and
in other widely scattered areas.

It adsorbs large

volun~s

to form a gelatinous mass that is impervious to water.

of water

The volume of

a saturated mass of bentonite, when unconfined, is ten to twenty times
its

d~J

volume.

The expansion is reversible; that is, the bentonite

can be dried and reduced to :its original volume and again expanded.
This cycle can be repeated indefinitely.

The phenomenon of swelling

when in contact with water is due principally to adsorpti on, a process
in which individual particles become covered with minute films of water
adjacent particles thereby tending to displace each other.

In addition,

in the process just described, some water is absorbed into the crystalline structure of each particle.

When bentonite is mixed· with water,

most of the swelling occurs rapidly; that is, during the mixing process.
The consistency of a silica gel increases with age (period of quiescence).
This increase in consistency with a ge is believed to be due to:

(a) a
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physico-chemfcal action; and (b) a physical property exhibited by gels
known as thixotrophy (the phenomenon of gelation).

It has been found

that bentonite adheres to soil particles with which it is in contact upon
drying and thus, it is not displaced by a change from wet to dr.y conditions.

Bentonite, one of the trade names of which is Volclay is pre-

pared commercially in various forms.

Two forms were used in these exper-

iments: namely, the powdered Volclay, grade
Volclay, grade KWK No. 33.

KV~

No. 80, and the granular

The specifications as to degree of fineness

of these grades are as follows:
KvVK Volclay No. 80

Not less than 90~ passing 50-mesh sieve
Not more than 50.h passing 100-mesh sieve
Not more than 20% passing 200~mesh sieve
~iVK

Volclay No.

32

Not less than 95% passing 30-mesh sieve
Not more than 5% passing 50-mesh sieve
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q~m·~ iliNT~ AiflL.9.Qli.QI_,_lJ_.~o}[~

In considering the significance of the data
experiments described above,
kept in mind.

resultin~

from the

the limitations of these experiments must be

It is to be remembered especially that the dimensions and

variations of nature were not approached in the laboratory,

The conclu-

sions which follow should be considered in that light.
~·

Strata of nervious materials having dimensions
and other characteristics closely approxim.a.t i.ne,
those of the model. descrihed in thi.s renort

eR-P

be m2.de rele!ti vely impervious through use of bentonite grout.
b.

The well point method of z routing as developed in
these tests is very satisfactory.

There seems no

reason to believe •that the method would not be
satisfactory in the field.
stituted for air

_g)

Slush pumps may be sub-

pressur~,

thus eliminating the

.!i~.r

into the rr.rout hoJ.e.

possibility of blowing

equa~ly

The de.r:ree of concentration of the grout suitable
for use in a given case varies between narrow
limits.

(Thus .~ in

the case of the model reported

upon. ? per r:f3nt was too

thin~

8 ner cent w.1.s

satisfactory, and 9 per cent was too thick.)

9:.

The proper degree of concentration suitable for a
given case must be determined exnerirrentally.

No

rational vro.y of calculating the proper fip,ure has
been developed.
e.

As the physical dimensions of the strata to be
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grouted increase, the difficulties attending the
grouting increase.

f.

As regards application of bentonite methods to the
field, the conClusions which follow should be
considered.
(1)

Where bentonite can be placed as a blanket,
as on a levee slope, its use would reduce
greatly seepage through the strata blanketed.
(It is to be noted that in this case the
bentonite could be placed deliberately
and under rigid control.)

The possibil-

ity of use o£ the bentonite blanket (or
cut-of.f wall) to reduce levee sections
appears to be worthy of further investigation.
(2)

Bentonite used as a grout has serious
limitations

(£and~

above).

That it can so

be used to advantage under field conditions
has not been established by the experiments
under discussion.

It is believed that this

point can be definitely resolved only by
tests in the field.

These experiments do

appear to indicate that under emergency conditions, bentonite grouting probably would
not be practicable because of the difficulty
in determining correct concentration, and to
di.fficulties attending grouting of naturesize strata.
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STUDY OF RELIEF vVELL INSTAI.LATIONS AT WOLF RIVER AND
_
NONCON?·LAH_ _g_~~K PRQ:!_:fC~_;S_,_ M1~·T.BJ§' .TENNESSEE ·---

The investigation of underseepage along the south
levee of Wolf River at the Nonconnah Creek Pumping station was begun in
October 1942.

An analysis based on the borings indicated that some pro-

vision should be made for the control of underseepage along this levee.
The method of control selected was a system of relief wells.

This well

system was designed by the Experiment station and installed along the
levee in the most critical reach during July and August of 1943.

In com-

pliance with letter from the Office, Chief of Engineers, to the Mississippi
River Commission, dated 19 March 1946, subject

11

Study of Relief Well

Installation at Wolf River and Noncormah Creek Projects 11 , a piezometer
system was installed at this site in March 1947.

The piezometers were

located in general to measure the hydrostatic pressure in the pervious
substratum midway between the wells along the levee and the hydrostatic
pressure gradient along lines perpendicular to the levee.
Nonconna.h Creek.

During the period September to December 1939,

a relief well s.ystem was installed along the north levee of Nonconnah
Creek at the Nonconnah Creek Pumping station.

These wells were 15 in. in

diameter and were filled with sand and gra.vel.

In June 1942 the Ex.peri-

ment Station made a review of the design of this well system.

Based on

laboratory and field tests, the review showed that additional measures
were necessar.y to prevent the development of excessive substratum pressure
beneath the relatively impervious top stratum.

Therefore, a new well

system was designed and installed by the Bx:periment Station in 1942.
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Kelve piezometers were also installed at the same time to measure subtratum pressure along and perpendicular to the levee.
iezometers were installed in

U~rch

Six additional

1947 so as to give a more complete

coverage of the hydrostatic pressures.

Four additional borings were also

made at this time.
Wolf River Relief Well

InstC!.~Jation

Soil
conditions
_
. . .... __
..._.

In general, the foundation under the levee at this location
consists of a surface stratum of 8 to 15 ft. of relatively impervious
silts and Clays underlain b.Y approximately 40 ft. of sand and gravel which,
in turn, is underlain by impervious Tertiary clay.
Relief wells
Description.

The relief wells at Wolf River consist of a screen

section in the pervious substratum, a riser pipe through the impervious
top stratum, and an outfall p ipe which carries the well flow out into
either Leath Bayou or Cypress Creek.

The screen sections of the wells,

composed of 2-1/2 in. I. D. perforated .clay pipe (48 - 3/16 in. holes per
ft. of pipe) surrounded by 4-in. I. D. Walker porous concrete pipe, vary in
length from 13 to 25 ft.

The clay pipe was made by the Bowerston Shale

Company in 1-ft. leD£-"ths, with 1/2 in. wall thickness, and with flush shiplap type joints.

The porous concrete pipe was made by Walker Cement

Products Company in 2-ft. lengths with flush shiplap joints.

{'
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ANALYSIS OF WELL AND

DATA -- 1945 TO 1947

PIEZ01~ER

WOLF RIVER AND NONCONNAH CREEK
Introduction
In analyzing the well systems at these two sites it is necessary
to have an understanding

o~

the effect

o~

elevation on the operation of the wells.

landside seepage and tailwater
'I'hree possible conditions of

landside seepage and tailwater which affect the operation

o~

relief wells

are discussed below.
!!·

The first conditions, the assumption on which the design of
these well systems was based, is that the

~low ~rom

the

wells is purely artesian, and that the landside top stratum
is completely impervious.

For this condition the elevation

of the well outlets is the effective tailwater for the wells,
and the well flow is directly proportional to the net head •
.Q.

The second condition is one in mich the landside top stratum is slightly pervious and the tailwater fer the seepage
through the landside top stratum is at or above the elevation of the well outlets.

As

long. as the flow through the

landside top stratum is laminar, the total flow will be
divided in a constant proportion between the wells and the
landside blanket.

This proportion of flow will be main-

tained for all heads on the levee; therefore, the well flow
will be directly proportional to the net head.

For the

same head the total n.ov1 in the second condition will be
greater than in the first, but the well flow will be less.
The relation between the flow from the wells and flow
through the landside blanket will be determined by the
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characteristics of the landside blanket.
~·

The third condition is o~e ~ere the landside top stratum
is also slightly pervious but · the tailwa.ter over the landside top stratum is below the outlets of the wells.

For

this condition the proportion of flow from the wells is reduced below that · of the second condition as the pressure
in the pervious stratum at the wells is further. reduced by
the additional seepage through the landside blanket as a
result of the lower tailwater.

For this case well flow is

no longer proportional to the head on the levee, as the
elevation of the tailwater in relation to the elevation of
the well outlets directly affects the well fiows.

The

effect of the elevation of the tailwater on the well flow
was noted in a study of the relief well system at Sardis
Dam.

Conclusions
Due to the small amount of data and comparatively low flood
stages, only limited and tentative conclusions may be drawn.

!!•

Although the da.ta available are rather liinited, it appears
that the relief well s,ystem at Nonconnah Creek is effective
in reducing the substratum pressures landward from the
levee when the substratum pressures are above the outlets
of the wells.

The effectiveness of the wells will probably

be more pronounced at higher river stages and storage reservoir pool elevations.
~·

Where a relatively free exit for underseepage exists besides
that afforded by the relief wells, and when the reservoir
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pool is below the outlets of the wells, the actual
appreciably less than the design flow.

now

is

For the areas where

the seepage through the la.ndside top stratum is probably less
and when the tailwater is at the well outlets, a reasonable
cheek is obtained between design and actual flows when the
many additional unknown variables, such as in-situ permeabil-

ity and seepage entrance, are considered •

.S.•

At a constant river stage, reduction in the reservoi:r pool
elevation belolV the elevation of the well outlets causes a
reduction iii. well discharge at the stages measured, and conversely an increase in the reservoir pool causes an increase

of well flow until the reservoir reaches the · elevation of
the well outlets.

g.

The elevation of the well outlet is an important consideration ·in the amount of well· discharge at the low differential .
heads measured •

.!•

At Noneonnah Creek the source of seepage is apparently in
the bed of Noneonnah Creek.

I_,

Flow from the wells along the storage reservoir at Noneonnah
Creek will take place under the conditions for

whi~h

they

are designed; namely, high flood stage and high level reservoir pool operation.

The low reservoir pools as have occurred

were the primary cause for no discharge from these wells.

&•

The higher readings of the deep piezometers at Nonconnah
Creek as compared to the shallow piezometers indicate an

up~

ward flow from the more pervious deep sands to the drainage
wells or landside storage reservoir.
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EFFICACY OF

P~y~~!~9?~~-FOR CO~ITROLLINq

UNDER.S~PAGE B~l\fEATH

1.

LEVEES

Vfuere dams, levees, or other hydraulic structures are underlain

by a pervious strata of sands and gravels at or near the surface, seepage
will occur through these strata.

For example, numerous sections of the

levees in the Lower Mississippi River Valley are founded on a thin top
st~atum

of relatively impervious soils underlain by deep strata of pervi-

ous sands and gravels.

~bere

this condition exists, excessive seepage

and sand boils frequently occur during high water.
2.

One method of controlling such underseepage is the installation

of an impervious cutoff from the base. of the structure down to a nnre
impervious stratum.

However, in

ma~y

cases the pervious strata are of

such depth that it would be impracticable, or extremely expensive, to
extend the cutoff to an impervious stratum.
the levees along the Lower Mississippi River.

This is the case for most of
In 1945 a large-scale

field investigation of partial cutoffs as a possible means for controlling
underseepage beneath levees was inititated by the Mississippi River Commission.

This investigation, Yfuich is being carried out by the Memphis

District, CE , included the development of a trenching machine that .c ould
excavate a 30-in. trench, 30 to 40 ft. deep, paralleling and at the riverside toe of the existing levees.

The trench would

backfilled with impervious clay.

During excavation the trench would be

s~bseouently

be

held open through the use of a heavy mud.

3.

As an extension of this investigation, the Mississippi River

Commission in 1946, at the suGgestion of the Office , Chief of Engineers,
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requested the Waterways Experiment station to study the effectiveness of
partial cutoffs for various foundation conditions through the use of
seepage models.
Scooe

4. In compliance

~~th

~[_Jnl{~_sti~iJ.o~

this request, the Waterways Experiment

Station conducted a series of sand and electrical model tests to study
the effect of partial cutoffs on

underseepa ~e

flow and substratum pres-

sures landward of levees for various foundation conditions, seepage
entrances, and landside top strata.

This study also included the use of

graphical flow nets and mathematical formulas for analyzing the effects
of partial cutoffs on underseepage for some of the foundation conditions.

5.

The investigation included a study of three basic fourdation

conditions v.i. th different s eepa.ge entrances and exits.

The foundation

and see:page conditions studied were those considered to represent, at
least qualitatively, conditions commonly encountered in the Lower
Hississippi River Valley.

However, the results of the tests and analyses

are also considered applicable, qualitatively, to other similar conditions.

The foundation and seepage conditions studied were:

Case I,

:t

homogeneous sand foundation 150 ft. deep; Case II, a two-layer foundation
consisting of a 50-ft. stratwn of fine sand overlying a 100-ft. stratum of
medium sam, the permeability ratio being 1 to 5; and Case

III~

a

stratified foundation condition consisting of five alternate strata of
very fine and medimn sa.nd, each 10 ft. thick, underlain by a 100-ft. stratum
of medium sand, the permeability ratio being a nprox..i.rmtely 1 to 10.
Different landside top strata were simulated in the models.

These top

strata had a perviousness wrach, with no cutoff, resulted in residual
hydrostatic heads at the landside toe of the levee

rangin1~

from 0 per cent
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{no top stratum) to 75 percent of the net head.

In all cases the partial

cutoff was located at the riverside toe of the levee, the base of the
levee was 250 ft. wide, and the foundation extended 500 ft. landward of
the levee.

COJ!CJ~~~~O!'YS

The results of the model studies and other analyses presented
in this report indicate the following conclusions:

.!·

Partial cutoffs with penetrati.ons less than 95 per cent of
the depth of the pervious layer had relatively little
effect on reducing underseepage or landside pressures far
the range of conditions tested.

Cutoffs with penetrations

of 25 per cent had practically no effect.

2·

The longer the path of seepage flow or the nnre initial
resistance to flow, the less effective were partial cutoffs; similarly, the more impervious the landside top
stratum the less effective were partial cutoffs •

.£•

Very good agreement was obtained between the results from
theoretical analysis, graphical now nets, sand models,
and electrical models.

g.

It may be reasoned from the results of these tests that not
only must a cutoff penetrate the pervious strata for almost
the full depth, but there liD.lst be relatively few openings
in the cutoff it it is to be effective in reducing seepage
flows and landside pressures.
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!0:M: DJtA.IN FOR. KEACH ffiAINAGE AND LEVEE DIS'J;.;RICT

Plans were made for this levee for a design flood of

441.6

feet elevation, the natural ground being around elevation 422.

Upon

making borings for the foundation investigation!' it wa.s discovered that
the impervious layer over sand varied from about f'i ve to eighteen feet
thick.

Of course, this indicated there m.ay be excessive under-seepage

and may resuJ.t in sand boils and failure of the levee at design flood.
In constructing a levee, an inspection ditch about
somewhere along levee is normal practice.

6 feet deep

In this case, it was

decided to make the ditch ,just landside of the toe which was done
during construction of the levee.

It was planned to make the ditch

deep enough to intersect the pervious material underneath and backfill
with pervious material to relieve pressure built up by underseepage.
The backfill material to be used as filter material was not
sufficiently pervious so there was a delay in construction in trying
to find good filter material at a low enough cost to ,justify its use.
During this time the river rose to elevation 429.

The net

hydrostatic head at the bottom of the ditch which had been excavated
in some placed to elevation 411 was 18 feet.

At this stage in river

I visited the site and observed sand boils from about station

to station

659f50.

656f00

The rest of the trench did not show sand boils.

It was concluded that filling the trench with no sand boils with
about 11 feet of inmervious material available at the site muld make
it safe for design flood which would only be about twelve feet higher
than the present flood.
Suitable filter material was not obtainable at an economical
rate.

A few check auger borings indicated the impervious layer on top
varied from about 5 to 10 feet.

It was decided to use a corrugated

iron pipe in bottom of ditch with riser for drain.

This was designed

and has been constructed between station 654t50 and station 662tl0
allowing about 200 feet on each end of critical area for safety factor.
To prevent clogging the pipe, a filter material was placed around
the pipe as specified in figure 1.

This material corresponds to

concrete sand with some variation on either side.
A sample of local sand available at cheapest cost was not satisfactory as shown in comnarison to spechs in figure 1.

Sieve analysis

of commercial sand was obtained and chosen as suitable material a.s
it was close to spechs and was most economical.

It was obtained and

used by the contractor.
The flow line of the pipe was placed about 6 feet below the
surface.

It was filled around vdth about 6 inches of gravel except

the top and around this was placed the sand filter about 1 foot thick.
During a flood in April, 1947 at about the same elevation as the
flood when the eli tch was open caused enough underseepa;::e to operate
the drain.

The drain was flowing almost 1/4 full out of the flap gate

at the lower end where it drains into a ditch.

The ditch was pumped

so there was not sufficient head to cause flow out of the riser pipe.
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CREEK DRAINAGE AND LEVEE DISTRICT
Seepage Relief Well System

Pu~.-

The purpose of this report is to describe the existing

seepage condition and to give the basis of design for a seepage relief
well system to reduce the danger of levee failure due to seepage and
piping.
Existing conditions.-

A break occurred in the levee during May

1943 flood at river mile 57 opposite McClure, Illinois.

The levee break

at this location occurred during the early morning and the exact cause is
not known, but it is presumed to have been caused

qy excessive seepage.

There had been considerable seepage and boils in this vicinity with some
work having been done on the levee.
but slowly widened to 1,130 feet.

The original break was about 300 feet
The break occurred from about station

532/12 to 543/50 making a hole about 40 feet below natural ground at the
deepest place.

The hole was filled

Seepage studies.-

qy dredging.

During the 1947 flood a serious seepa ge con-

dition developed between stations 532f00 and 544t00.

The .area in this

reach between the levee and highway No. 3, approximately 200 feet, was
covered with small sand boils.

Most of the area, including gravel-surfaced

roads and parking areas, vms very soft on the surface due to seepage.
Piezometers were installed about every 200 feet along the centerline of
the levee from station 529157 to 543t57 and on lines perpendicular to the
levee at the same stations at distances of 60, 160, 360, 660 feet landside of the centerline of the levee.

The piezometers were installed to a

depth of 20 feet below natural ground at the time the flood was at ·the
crest and the water elevations were read until the flood receded.

The

results indicated a 10-foot loss in head from the riverside to the land-
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side of the levee with 10 feet of ·freeboard on the levee and a resultant
head of 2 .feet above natural ground at the landside toe of the levee.
top of the levee is about 22 feet above natural ground.

The

A ring levee

4 feet high was constructed around the seepage area and filled \v.ith 3 feet
of water to counteract the hydrostatic head.
before and during the

1947

Having observed the site

flood, Mr. T. A. Middlebrooks.

He~d

of S('\:1ls

Unit, O.ffice of the Chief of Engineers, recommended that a seepage relief
well

s~rst.em

be instc:tJ.J ed at thi:=; location.

So:U s and foundation data.-

Borings in this vicinity show that

the pervious medium sand to sandy gravel foundation is covered with about
25 feet of less pervious silt to fine sand.

Or:e bor~ .nP."

in the vicirdty

taken to qssurned rock showed silt to fine sand to a depth of 35 feet, wh:i.ch
is deeper than averHce, medium sand and ?.ravel material to
feet, tertiary clay or p-ravel from 102 to 115 feet.

drawin~

~~- re)j__~f __l'{e].J~.-

depth of 102

Rock was -?..ssumed to

be 115 feet below natural ground as drill met refusal.
boring is presented on

R

Cross section of

of relief well system.

A properly designed draina ge well system

reduces the a.rtesian pressure in a nervious substratum by provi..dina.
controlled channels through which th8 water may drain to the surface without causing the movement of soil.

The nrimary reouirements of a drainage

well system to be used for the control of underseepage and the
orevention of sand boils a.re th::tt they:
a.
or

alon~S

Reduce the hydraulic gradient throuph the ton stratum

the nath of flow to the su.rface to a va1uA below the critical

f'radient for the flotation of soil particles.
b.
desired.

Tau the pervious strata in

~1ich

nressure relief is
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c.

Provide a controlled path for seepage flow offering less

sistance than any other path of now.
d.

Prevent the infiltration of foundation sand into the

drainage well.
The design of the seepage relief well system is based upon
the following criteria:
a.

The wells should be of a diameter and at a spacing to

provide sufficient relief of substratum pressure between the wells
and behind the levee to forestall the possibility of flotation of
soil particles with resulting piping and sand boils.
b.
~ossibility

The wells should be of sufficient depth to prevent the
of seepage water passing under · the line of wells to such

an extent that there will be enough residual pressure beyond the line
of wells to cause sand boils.
c.

The wells must be so designed and installed as to allow

free flow into and out of the wells.

'l'he seepage water must not be

allowed to transport excessive quantities of material into the well,
thereby rendering it ineffective.
The method of analysis most applicable to the design of
relief well systems along the :WJ.ssissippi River levees is the one
based on a mathematical solution made by M. Muskat.

This solution has

been applied to the design o:f relief well systems along the Mississippi River levees by Mr. W. H. Jervis.
this method of analysis is a line
uniform pervious stratum of

fi~ite

horizontal impervious stratum.

~f

The basic assumption for

equispaced wells penetrating a

depth which is overlain

qy a

The source of flow is assumed to be

from a vertical plane parallel to the line of wells and at a given
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distance from the line.

The Vicksburg WaterYmys Experlinent Station

obtained the solution for the case of wells

~. rtially

penetrHtin_g the

pervious stratum by use of electric analogy models based on the
analogy between Ohm's law governing the flow of electricity and
Darc;r 1 s law governing the flow of fluids through oorous media.

For:rr11lP.s, charts, and other data obtained from this test and
others on relief wells by Vicksburg Waterwclys Exoerirn.ent St?ticr, were
published in Technical l'ij_morandum No. 195-1 and No. 3-250.
relief well system design

WR.S

The seepage

based on recommendations of Mr. T. P. •

}r:iddlebrooks and of Mr. W. H. Jervis, who was errrr1oyed

~s

consultant,

on data from technical memoranda b:v Vicksburg district a.nd on results of
invest:i~ation

of the site.

Due to resistance to flow in small pipe and poor efficiency
of small wells installed on lower Hississippi River, it was reconunended
by Mr. Middlebrooks that 12-inch wells be installed.

It was also

recommended b;t Mr. !vfiddlebrooks to use wood stave pipe for the weDs due
to corrosion and short life of rre ta.llic nipe installed by other engineer
di st r:i. ct s.

An

ex~.mination

of Muskat' s g_nd Jervis 1 s curves shovvs the fol-

lmring facts:
a.

For wells penetrating from 25 to 100% into the pervious

stratum, there is very little difference in discharge and head midway
between wel1 s.

For !.ess than 25% ~enetra.tion the di schar€e decreases

rapidly and the head midway between wells increases rapidly.
b.

Where the length of path of seepage is lonp: in comparison

to the depth of the pervious stratum ( j_. e., greater than 10 to 1) ~ the
quantity of seepage ner station (100 ft. of levee) varies very little
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for different well spacings.

Also, spacing the wells far apart (100 ft)

is almost as effective in reducing the head midway between wells as
closer spacing.
c.

Where the length of fl. ow path is of the same order of

magnitude as the depth of the pervious stratum, the well spacing is
important.

qu~te

Close spacing in this case is needed to keep the head

sufficiently low midway between wells.
d.

The size of the well makes very little difference in either

the quantity of seepage or head reduction, assuming, of course, that there
is no appreciable head loss in the well or discharge pipe due to frictlon
and velocity head losses, and that there is no cloggine of the well

screen.
After making a study of the above information and logs of the
borings, it was decided to use 30 feet of perforated pipe through the
pervious strata and 25 feet of riser pipe through the less pervious overburden for each well.

It was also determined from the above informtion

that the wells should be spaced at 100 foot intervals and a maximum of

50 feet from the landside toe of the levee .• as shown in Figure 2.
The carrying capacity of a pervious stratum may be expressed
from Darcy's law as follows:

or

where
~~

-

= Maximum

possible discharr;e from pervious stratum, in cubic
feet per minute

K : Coefficient of permeability of pervious stratum, in feet per
minute
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h

=Net head

a

= Well

D

=Thickness

d

= Distance

of water, in feet of water

spacing or extent of pervious stratum at right angles to
direction of flow, in feet
of pervious stratum, in feet
from supply to line of wells, in feet

From the above formula, the discharge per well will be
approximately:
Qr,y

'

=

K h a D

d

f

extra length

According to Muskat and Jervis analysis, extra length .equals
approximately 200 feet.
a
rw

D = 80 •

• 100 • 200

a 1oo

:-5

From analysis extra length
•2

X

25

X

.8

=2 x a = 200 feet.
100

6oo ;. 200

X

90 :

56.2 cu.ft./min.

According to computations by the experiment station of the
reduction of computed flow by hydraulic head losses, the wells, as
designed, with the estimated flow as computed above, will have very little
head loss due to the resistance of the well.
Tabulated results of tests by Waterways Experiment station on
effect of well spacing, penetration, and diameter upon discharge of
wells similar to this desi gn inst alled in foundation material similar to
the proposed site indicates that the wells as designed will operate
efficiently.
It was recommended by Mr. Jervis that the well be perforated
by sawing narrow slots across the grain of the wooa stave pipe.

The

slots are to be 3/16" . by 2 11 and are to be spaced 3 inches apart
vertically and at four intervals around the pipe.

The slots should be
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staggered ·as shown on drawing to prevent sawing a.d.1oining slots in the
same stave.

This size slot meets the criterion of the experiment station.

the ratio (005 Filter
) should not be less than 1.2 for slots.
Size of Perforation

m__.
3/f.b
To reduce the cost it was decided to use corrugated metal
· pipe for the wells as shown on Figure 3.
!ilter pterial.- The follo,ring mixture of graded sand and
gravei was selected for a filter a minimum of 6 inches around the
perforated section of the well to prevent the sand in the foundation
being carried into the well by the flow of water:
Sieve Size
(U. S. std. Sq. Mesh)

1"
1/2"
#4

16
48

100

Percent by

Weigh~

Passing

95 - 100
70 - 85
45 - 65
20 - 35
5 - 15
05

Impervious material will be placed around the solid section of the pipe
to prevent seepage around the pipe at the ground surface.

The above

gradation of filter material was recommended by Mr. Jervis as a
desirable mixture of local sand and gravel as shown on the inclosed
mechanical analysis diagram.
The criteria used for designing filters at the experiment station
are:
a.

The ratio of the 15';( size of the filter to the 85% size of

the sand should be less than 5.0.
b.

The ratio of the 15;6 size of the filter to the 15% size of

the base should be less than 20, and the ratio of the 5Qb size of the
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filter to the
c.

50%

size of the base should be less than 25.

The filter should also be uniformly graded from it.s maximum

to its minimum size, with no large excess or lack of intermediate sizes.
d.

The ratio of the 15% size of the filter to 15% size of the

base should be greater .than 4 so that the til ter will have a permeability
sufficiently greater than that of the base.
The following COllJ>Utations show that the filter mterial
selected almost meets the above criteria:

~~ ~~t --

~
5
The filter is

"

unif'orDt~y

.

.02

=

3.3

.02

=

5

-!li_

=

30

--:oob
.004
.005

graded as shown by filter gradation on inclosed

mechanical analysis di.afS1'8,m.
Collector__ sy:stem.-

A ditch as shown on plans will be made connect-

ing each well to carry off the water.

A better system is a pipe connect-

ing wells below ground enough to . reduce head between wells but is
expensive and was disapproved for thBt reason for this project.

-

C~nstruction
---.--....-.....;,;;,.;..;;.;..
... procedure.- The relief wells are to relieve sub-

surface water pressure beneath the land.side tee of' the levee during
fiood periods and not as a source of water sur}ply but efficient relief
of subsurface pressure can only be accomplished by a high rate of
production with a small drawdown so the relief wells will be constructed
according to best practice in water well construction.

The wells will

be placed by drivin~ or otherwise placing .e. temporary 30-inch casinp.
which will insure proper

~lacement

of the relief

~~11

and filter
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material without displacement of surrounding material.

The 12-inch

relief well will be centered inside the temporary casing and held in
position while the filter material is placed around the well by the
Tromic methods.
by pumping

Upon completion of installation, the wells will be surged

until little or no additional sand can be nulled through the

well by pumping.

Piezometers will be installed as shown in Figure 3,

and read during high river stages,in the

future~to

determine the effect

of the relief wells.
_Estimatf;!_2[
$20

~er

cos~.-

'I'he installation of the system may be about

foot, depth of the wells plus niezometers and collector system.

o ve,.

Photo 14460- 10 May 1949; McClure Ill .

'('; e

2. tJ
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RELIEF WELLS FOR IRAINAGE

STRUCTURF~.

Drainage structures or pumping stations or constructed a:Long the
levees where small streams intersect the levee to allow relief of
interior drainage.

To allOY! gravity drainage during low river stages,

the . base of the structures are usually ten or fifteen teet below the
natural ground.

During high river stages the gates are closed and

hydrostatic head at landside

toe of structure is increase over the

toe of the levee due to lower elevation naking it more sub,iect to
underseepage piping and destruction of structure especially due to
normal impervious top soil having been removed.
Seepage relief wells, as shown in figure 4, may be used to relieve
underseepage and reduce danger of piping as well as protect riprap

from destruction by uplift pressures.

&

FOUNTAIN BLUFF L & D DIST.
X 9' GRAVITY DRAI~AGE STRUCTURE

MCCARTHY POHL CONTRACTORS, INC.
CONT. W-23-065-ENG-1455
24 MAY'48

DEGOGNIA
TRIPLE 9'

FUNDS:

DRILL RIG RELIEF WELL

F.

C.

21

x · 2113

UPPER MISSISSIPPI
ST. LOUIS DIST. c.
16 DEC

1948,

PH01"0

RIVER
OF E.

NO.

PJtD-fD ~

14214
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SEEPAGE AT CHAIN OF

ROCI_(_~

In the .construction of the chains of

PROJEC!

R~cks

Highway Bridge 'the

excavation for one of 'the piers was about 200 fee't square • . The
excavation was . fro11 natural ground elevation U5 do1m to about elevation '370.

Two~inch

well points were placed in rings around the

eKC&vation at about 10 feet difference in elevation to dewater the
hole during excavation and keep it dry for construction

o~

the pier.

The upper ten to fifteen feet was silt or sand silt. and the res't was
predominately sand.

The see}':8ge was fairly high

p~obab1y

due to an

old slough containing water along side of the excavation.
The unwatering equipment for the Chain of Rocks Highway ·Bridge
at Piers 9 and 10 consisted of the .following:

4 electric 8" pumps,

50 H.P. rated at 2,000 G.P.M. eaeh and 8 gasoline 8 11 pumps, 60 H.P.,
rated at .2,000 G.P .¥. each; 1,000 well points with a capacity of
approximately 20 G.P.K. per point or a total capacity of 20,000 G.P.lf.
tor entire .system during

const~tion

ot footings. The unwatering

operations began at Pier 10 and had 475 weU points in service.

This

hole ·was unwatered to elevation 370.5 which is 1 .foot below bottom

ot footing on 27 September 1948. From then on, 8 pumps, 7 pumps
and 6 pumps were operated to maintain water surface at required
elevation.

The indicated maximum inflow was 9,500 G.P.M.

The

indicated minimum inflow was 7,125 G.P .M.
The seepag~ into the excavation for the Chain of Rocks Locks (No. 27)
is considered low• . The elevation o.r natural grou:p.d at· the lock site
is about 41.2, top of rock 345 and. the top of the ring levee around the
excavation to prevent flooding during high water is about 440.

The
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8 or 9 months.

Thi.s numnage has not been resuonsive to river levels.

I\ river rise has been known to accompany a decrease in :!111mpat;!,e.

This

may be due to the distance from the r.i. ver vmich is about 2500 feet

from the lock site.

The Hississippi Ri.ver has not been at high staees

after the beginning of the excavation.
Before the excavat:i.on for the locks was begun there was some
question as to the effect the excavation would have on the surrounding
water table.

Industrial plants abQut a mile from the lock site were

especially concerned because they pwnp large quantities of water and
lowering the water table may effect the supply of water.

Wells were

placed in a line from the excavation up to about 2,000 feet distance.
Results of reading are shown on Figure

5.

Results of readings in wells indicate that the excavation
will have very little,if any, effect on the elevation of the ground
water, a distance of a mile from the excavation.
vVlth the ground water drawn down adjacent to the excavation,
as it is, there will ::>robably not be excessive
rest of construction, even during

hi~h

see~ ~e

to pump during

river stages if they are of short

duration.·
Experience on this project indicates that formulas for
computing seepage have some safety factor or that it will be less than
actually computed.
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Sumneries from publications by Vicksburg Experiment Station, which
most of research for the Corp

~:t

E.'lgineers, give studies and recom-

mendations on seepage by appointed boards, discussions on seepage problems
at conference, the results of tests on bentonite, relief wells, and partial
cutoffs for control of seepage.
Other examples of design by the writer for control of seepage of
levees in the St. r..ouis District are Toe Drain ·and Relief Wel.ls.
The CODlJBrison ot computed and actual seepage are given tor the
Chain of Rocks I,ocks, being constructed by the St. Louis District, which
will be the · largest lock constructed to date.
Af'ter considerable study and some experience conclusions are as
given in remarks by Mr. Middlebrooks in 1948 Conference on Earth Dams in
SWeden that a combination of theoretical and practical knowledge of
seepage is now sufficiently developed to permit the construction or
safe and economical eart.h structures for

a wide range of

pervious foundations.

Seepage control for design of dams is usually by positive cutoff or
relief wells, as the cost is . easily' justified.
Through seepage is best controlled by placement of material or degree
of slopes of the earth fill.
Underseepage of levees may best be controlled by impervious material
under the levee or .a ndninium depth at the landside toe of fifty percent

of the hydrostatic head at design flood, landside berms, or use of relief
wells at landside toe of levee to relieve excess pressures and prevent
destruction of the levee by piping.
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